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File preview

Great Crusade Imperial Rule Set



Get’s Hot: after get’s hot is determined roll a D6. On a 2+ the get’s hot rule is ignored

Battlefield Command Uplink: all land raider Prometheus and Halcyon command rhino’s have it and

captain’s may have it for +20 points. It adds +1 to reserve rolls and grants all units within 18” gain +1 BS

Special Issue Ammunition Bolters: includes Dragonfire bolts , hellfire bolts, kraken bolts, vengeance

bolts, acid bolts, Hades bolts, Tempest bolts, Scorpius bolts, rad bolts, Metal storm bolts, inferno bolts, melta

bolts, tracer bolts, Damnatus bolts, Ullanor bolts, Shield Breaker bolts, Smart Bolts, Turbo Penetrator bolts,

Hypnoth bolts

Special Issue Ammunition Bolt Pistols: Dragonfire bolts, hellfire bolts, kraken bolts, vengeance bolts,

acid bolts, Hades bolts, Tempest bolts, Scorpius bolts, rad bolts, Metal storm bolts, inferno bolts, melta bolts,

tracer bolts, Damnatus bolts, Ullanor bolts, Shield Breaker bolts, Smart Bolts, Turbo Penetrator bolts

Storm bolters must be replaced with twin linked bolters

Vehicles may take combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points,

hunter killer missile for +20 points, twin linked bolters for +2 points, or a havoc launcher for +15 points

Assault cannons (with the exception of devastators, dreadnoughts, and 0-1 terminator) must be replaced

with reaper autocannons. Twin linked assault cannons must be replaced quad guns

All Power armor has acute senses special rule

Missile launchers may be upgraded to carry special issue missiles for +15 points



Custodian list…… list may be taken by both marine

legions and imperial army

HQ

The Emperor



550 points



[WS][BS][S][T][W][I][A][LD][SV]

Emperor] 7

5 5 6 7 8 5 12 0+

Unit Type: infantry

Wargear: Fireblade (master crafted force weapon), Eagle’s Claw, Armor of The Imperium, Green wreath,

psychic hood (counts as hood of hellfire)

Options: may take an emperor’s gift APC for 90 points, an artificer land raider for 290 points, an artificer rhino

for 80 points. May be accompanied by custodes Veterans in artificer or custodes in terminator armor

Special Rules

Eternal warrior, relentless, liturgies of battle, Orbital bombardment, Honor or death, feel no pain 3+,

Master psyker, inspiring presence, iron will

Fireblade: may be used once per game to deal a ranged attack.



Green wreath: confers a 3+ invulnerable save

Armor of The Imperium: may re roll one armor save per turn

Custodes terminators count as troops as well as elites



Custodes High Lord



165 points



WS BS S T W I A LD SV

7 5 4 4 3 5 3 10 2+

Unit composition: 1 Custodes High Lord

Unit Type: infantry

Wargear: artificer armor, master guardian spear, frag, krak, and rad grenades, melta bombs

Options: may take shroud bombs for +3 points. May take blind grenades for +5 points and/or gas grenades

for +7 points. May take a jump pack for +5 points, or custodes jetbike for +15 points, or Cataphractii terminator

armor for +20 points

Special rules

Fearless, special issue ammunition, relentless, touch of the emperor, independent character, 5+ invulnerable save



Amon Tauromachian Chief Custodes Infiltrator 175 points

[WS][BS][S][T][W][I][A][LD][SV]

Amon] 7

5 4 4 2 5 4 10 3+

Unit composition: 1 (unique)

Unit Type: infantry

Wargear: artificer scout armor, Master Guardian Spear, frag and krak grenades, bolt pistol, storm shield

Special rules

Fearless, special issue ammunition, eternal warrior, relentless, touch of the emperor, independent character,

counterattack, 4+ invulnerable save, infiltrate, scout

Custodes master infiltrator: Custodes infiltrator squads count as troops as well as fast attack



Sagittarus Custodes Ancient



275 points



[Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS][WS][S][I][A]

13

13

11

5

6

7 4 4

Unit composition: 1 (unique)

Unit Type: walker

Dedicated transport: may take a drop pod for +35 points, a Deathrain drop pod for +45 points or a

Lucius pattern dreadnought drop pod for +65 points

Wargear: rending Twin Linked Autocannon, dreadnought close combat weapon with built in Storm Bolter,

extra armor, searchlight, smoke launchers

Special Rules

Deep Strike, Fleet, Ferromantic Invulnerability, Dreadnought Lord, Galvanic Motors

Warrior without Equal: may for go his normal attacks to make D6 attack at strength 10



Constantin Valdor



325 points



[WS][BS][S][T][W][I][A][LD][SV]

Valdor] 9

6 5 5 4 6 5 10 2+

Unit composition: 1 (unique)

Unit Type: infantry

Wargear: artificer or terminator armor, Ultra Guardian Spear, Master crafted power sword, frag grenades,

krak grenades, melta bombs, storm shield

Options: may take an emperor’s gift APC for 90 points, an artificer land raider for 290 points, an artificer rhino

for 80 points. May be accompanied by custodes Veterans in artificer or custodes in terminator armor

Special rules

Rights of battle, god of war, fearless, eternal warrior, relentless, touch of the emperor, independent character,

cold steel and courage

Lord of the custodes: Custodes veterans count as troops as well as elites



Elites

Custodes Terminators



375 points



[WS][BS][S][T][W][I][A][LD][SV]

Terminator] 6

5 4 4 2 5 4 10 2+

Unit composition: 3 custodes terminators

Wargear: Cataphractii terminator armor, relic blade with auxiliary grenade launcher, twin linked bolter

Options: may include up to 7 more terminators for +125 points per model. Two terminators may replace their

twin linked bolter for a heavy flamer for +5 points, twin linked auto cannon or multi-melta for +15 points. Any

custodes terminator may replace both their twin linked bolter and relic blade for an immolator lance for +15 points .

Any terminator may take digital weapons for +5 points per model. Any terminator may replace their relic blade

for a power fist, chain fist, or thunder hammer for free or a storm shield for +10 points. May take an artificer

land raider for 290 points if models are 6 or less.

Special rules

Fearless, special issue ammunition, eternal warrior, relentless, touch of the emperor, counterattack, deep strike,

A force of their own



Custodes Veterans



450 points



[WS][BS][S][T][W][I][A][LD][SV]

Veteran] 7

6 4 4 2 6 5 10 2+

Unit composition: 4 Custodes Veterans

Wargear: artificer armor, Master Guardian Spear, frag grenades, krak grenades, Master crafted power sword,

Master crafted Bolt pistol

Options: May include up to 6 more Custodes Veterans for 115 points per model. May take jump packs for

+10 points per model. May take storm shields for +20 points per model. Any model may upgrade to terminator

armor for +35 points, it is equipped with twin linked bolter and relic blade with auxiliary grenade launcher. May

take an emperor’s gift APC for 90 points, an artificer land raider for 290 points, an artificer rhino for 80 points.

Special rules

Fearless, eternal warrior, relentless, touch of the emperor, counterattack, 4+ invulnerable save, Deep

strike (does NOT scatter), A force of their own



Custodes Shield Breakers



495 points



[WS][BS][S][T][W][I][A][LD][SV]

Captain] 6

5 4 4 2 5 4 10 2+

Shield ] 5

5 4 4 2 5 3 10 2+

Unit composition: 1 Custodes Shield Breaker captain and 2 shield breakers

Wargear: artificer armor, Master Crafted Bolter, Storm Shield, frag grenades, krak grenades, Melta Bombs,

The Captain has a storm bolter and power fist

Options: May include 7 more shield breakers for 165 points per model. One custodes may carry the Aquilla

Standard (counts as a locator beacon and all Imperial units within 18” may re roll leadership and psychic tests) for

+15 points. Any Shield Breaker may carry digital lasers for +10 points. May take an emperor’s gift APC for

90 points, an artificer land raider for 290 points, an artificer rhino for 80 points.

Special rules

Fearless, special issue ammunition, eternal warrior, relentless, touch of the emperor, counterattack, A force

of their own



Troops

Custodes Envoy Squad



420 points



[WS][BS][S][T][W][I][A][LD][SV]

Captain] 6

5 4 4 2 5 4 10 2+

Envoy ] 5

5 4 4 2 5 3 10 2+

Unit composition: 1 Custodes Envoy captain and 3 Envoys

Wargear: artificer armor, Guardian Spear, frag grenades, krak grenades, Bolt Pistol

Options: May include 6 more envoys for 100 points per model. One custodes may carry the Aquilla Standard

(counts as a locator beacon and all Imperial units within 18” may re roll leadership and psychic tests) for +15 points.

Any custodes may carry a storm shield for 20 points per model. Any model may exchange their guardian spear



for a storm shield and gladius sword for free. Any model may have a jump pack for 25 points per model. The

envoy captain may take digital lasers for +10 points. May take an emperor’s gift APC for 90 points, an artificer

land raider for 290 points, an artificer rhino for 80 points.

Special rules

Fearless, eternal warrior, relentless, touch of the emperor, counterattack, 4+ invulnerable save, deep strike,

A force of their own



Fast Attack

Custodes Jetbike Squad



320 points



[WS][BS][S][T] [W][I][A][LD][SV]

Captain] 6

5 4 4(5) 2 5 4 10 2+

Envoy ] 5

5 4 4(5) 2 5 3 10 2+

Unit composition: 1 Custodes Envoy captain and 2 Envoys

Unit Type: Jetbike

Wargear: artificer armor, Guardian Spear, frag grenades, krak grenades, Jetbike (twin linked Bolter attached)

Options: May include 7 more envoys for 100 points per model. Up to two jetbikes may replace their linked bolters

for a heavy flamer for +5 points, Linked auto cannon for +10 points, Multi-Melta for +15 points, or an assault

cannon for +15 points. The envoy captain may take digital lasers for +10 points

Special rules

Fearless, eternal warrior, relentless, touch of the emperor, counterattack, 4+ invulnerable save, deep strike,

A force of their own



Custodes Infiltrator Squad



250 points



[WS][BS][S][T][W][I][A][LD][SV

Infiltrator] 5

5 4 4 2 5 3 10 3+

Unit composition: 4 Infiltrators

Wargear: artificer scout armor, Guardian Spear, frag grenades, krak grenades, ripper pistol, Demo Charge

Options: May take Jump packs for 30 points per model, but loses scout

Special rules

Fearless, eternal warrior, relentless, touch of the emperor, counterattack, 4+ invulnerable save, infiltrate, scout,

Stealth, move through cover, hit and run, fleet, A force of their own



Heavy Support

Artificer land raider



290 points



[Front] [side] [Rear] [BS]

Land Raider] 14

14

14

5

Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Artificer Land Raiders

Unit Type: Fast tank

Wargear: 2 Master crafted twin linked lascannons, Master crafted twin linked heavy bolter, smoke launcher,

searchlight, extra armor

Transport Capacity: 14 models

Options: may upgrade the twin linked heavy bolter to a master crafted twin linked lascannon for +25 points or

a master crafted twin linked heavy flamer for free. May take an auto launcher for +7 points, a Master crafted

twin linked bolter for +10 points, a master crafted multi-melta for +10 points, a master crafted combi plasma;

melta; flamer; grenade launcher for +10 points, a master crafted havoc launcher for +15 points, a master crafted

hunter killer missile for +10 points, frag assault launcher for +15 points, master crafted plasma gun for +15 points

Special rules

Power of the machine spirit, assault vehicle, Venerable, Galvanic Motors



Custodes Ancient



185 points



[Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS][WS][S][I][A]

Ancient] 13

13

11

5

6

6 4 3

Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Custodes Ancients

Unit Type: walker

Dedicated transport: may take a drop pod for +35 points, a Deathrain drop pod for +45 points or a Lucius

pattern dreadnought drop pod for +65 points



Wargear: Master crafted dreadnought close combat weapon with built in master crafted twin linked bolter,

master crafted multi-melta, smoke launchers

Options: may replace multi-melta for master crafted twin linked heavy bolters for +5 points, master crafted twin

linked autocannons for +10 points, master crafted rotary lascannon for +30 points. May replace twin linked bolter

for a master crafted heavy flamer for free or a master crafted plasma gun for +10 points. May take an auto launcher

for +8 points, a hunter killer missile for +10 points and/or extra armor for +15 points.

Special rules

Power of the machine spirit, special issue ammunition, counterattack, Venerable, Galvanic Motors



Dedicated transports

Artificer rhino



80 points



[Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS]

Rhino] 12

12

11

5

Unit type: tank, fast

Wargear: master crafted twin linked bolter, smoke launcher, searchlight, extra armor

Transport capacity: 10 models

Access points: one rear assault ramp, two side hatches

Options: May take a pintle mounted master crafted multi-melta for +20 points, pintle mounted Master crafted

twin linked bolter for +5 points, an auto launcher for +7 points, master crafted combi plasma; melta; flamer;

grenade launcher for +10 points, a master crafted havoc launcher for +15 points, a master crafted hunter killer

missile for +10 points, master crafted plasma gun for +15 points

Special rules

Power of the machine spirit, assault vehicle, special issue ammunition, Venerable, Galvanic Motors



Emperor’s gift



90 points



[Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS]

Emperor’s gift] 11(14) 11(14) 10

5

Wargear: 2 master crafted twin linked bolter, smoke launcher, searchlight, extra armor

Transport capacity: 12 models

Options: May take a pintle mounted master crafted multi-melta for +20 points, pintle mounted Master crafted

linked bolter for +5 points, an auto launcher for +8 points, master crafted combi plasma; melta; flamer; grenade

launcher for +10 points, a master crafted havoc launcher for +15 points, a master crafted hunter killer missile

for +10 points, master crafted plasma gun for +15 points

Special rules

Power of the machine spirit, assault vehicle, special issue ammunition, Venerable, Galvanic Motors



Aquila lander 110 points

Front Side Rear BS

11 11 11 5

Unit Composition: 1 Aquila Lander

Unit Type: flyer, hover

Access points: one rear door

Transport capacity: 7 models in artificer armor

Wargear: nose mounted heavy bolter, 2 wing mounted lascannons

Options: may replace the heavy bolter for a multilaser for +10 points or an autocannon for +15 points

Special rules

Supersonic, deep strike



Sisters of silence list……may be taken by both

marine legions and imperial army

HQ

Lord Oblivion Knight



150 points



WS BS S T W I A LD SV

6 4 3 4 3 5 3 10 4+

Unit composition: 1 Lord Oblivion Knight

Unit type: infantry

Wargear: carapace armor, bolt pistol, chainsword, frag, krak, and blind grenades

Options: may upgrade her carapace armor to Artificer carapace armor for +15 points. May replace her bolt pistol

with a flame pistol for free, an infernus pistol for +5 points, a plasma pistol for +7 points, a heavy plasma pistol



for +10 points, or a volkite serpenta for +15 points. May replace her chainsword with a chain axe for +5 points,

a power weapon for +7 points, a power maul for +12 points, a null rod for +15 points, a relic blade for +17 points,

a power fist for +20 points, or a storm shield for +23 points. May take melta bombs for +2 points and/or

Phosphex bombs for +8 points per bomb.

Special rules

Fearless, eternal warrior, independent character, Pariah, Psyker Bane, 5+ invulnerable save



Amendera Kendel



200 points



[WS][BS][S][T][W][I][A][LD][SV]

Amendera] 7

4 4 4 3 6 4 10 3+

Unit composition: 1 (unique)

Unit type: infantry

Wargear: Artificer carapace armor, master crafted rending relic blade, master crafted Infernus pistol, frag

grenades, melta bombs

Special rules

fearless, eternal warrior, independent character, 3+ invulnerable save, Pariah, Psyker Bane, Bane of Daemons



Janetia Krole



235 points



[WS][BS][S][T][W][I][A][LD][SV]

Janetia] 8

5 4 4 4 6 4 10 3+

Unit composition: 1 (unique)

Unit type: infantry

Wargear: Artificer carapace armor, master crafted relic blade, master crafted bolt pistol, frag grenades,

melta bombs

Special rules

Rights of battle, fearless, eternal warrior, independent character, 3+ invulnerable save, Pariah, Psyker Bane



Elites

Sisters of silence Oblivion Knights



90 points



[WS][BS][S][T][W][I][A][LD][SV]

Oblivion] 6

4 3 3 2 4 2 10 4+

Unit composition: 3 Oblivion Knights

Unit type: infantry

Wargear: Carapace armor, bolt pistol, relic blade, frag grenades, krak grenades

Options: may include 7 more Oblivion Knights for 30 points each. Any oblivion knight may exchange their

bolt pistol for a flame pistol for free or an Infernus pistol for +15 points. Any Oblivion Knight may take digital

lasers for +10 points. May take an emperor’s gift APC for 90 points, an artificer rhino for 80 points

Special rules

Fearless, Pariah, Psyker Bane



Sisters of Silence Excrutiatus squad



50 points



[WS][BS][S][T][W][I][A][LD][SV]

Excrutiatus] 7

4 3 4 3 4 3 10 4+

Unit composition: 1 Excrutiatus

Unit type: infantry

Wargear: Carapace armor, master crafted plasma pistol, master crafted relic blade, frag grenades, krak

grenades

Options: may include 4 more Excrutiatus for 50 points per model. Any Excrutiatus may replace plasma pistol for

an Infernus pistol for +5 points. Any Excrutiatus may take digital lasers for +10 points. One Excrutiatus may

have a psilencer for free or a psycannon for +20 points. May take an emperor’s gift APC for 90 points, an

artificer rhino for 80 points

Special rules

Fearless, 4+ invulnerable save, Pariah, Psyker Bane



Troops

Sisters of Silence Witchseeker team



100 points



[WS][BS][S]T][W][I][A][LD][SV]

Oblivion] 6

4 3 3 2 4 2 10 4+

Sister]

5

4 3 3 2 4 1 10 4+

Unit composition: 1 Oblivion Knight and 4 sisters

Unit type: infantry

Wargear: Carapace armor, power weapon, bolt pistol or bolter, frag grenades, krak grenades

Options: may include 5 more sisters for 16 points each. The Oblivion Knight may replace her power weapon for

a relic blade for +10 points or a thunder hammer for +15 points. The Oblivion knight may have digital lasers

for +10 points. Two sisters may replace their bolters for a flamer, psilencer, or meltagun for free, a heavy

meltagun for +10 points, an incinerator for +15 points, or a psycannon for +20 points. If neither option is taken

two sisters may replace their power weapon for a relic blade for +10 points. May take an emperor’s gift APC

for 90 points, an artificer rhino for 80 points

Special rules

Fearless, Pariah, Psyker Bane



Sisters of Silence Novice Squad



70 Points



[WS][BS][S]T][W][I][A][LD][SV]

Oblivion] 6

4 3 3 2 4 2 10 4+

Novice] 4

3 3 3 2 3 1 9 5+

Unit composition: 1 Oblivion Knight and 4 Novice sisters

Unit type: infantry

Wargear: The Oblivion Knight has Carapace armor a Power weapon and either a bolter or bolt pistol, the

novice sisters have flak armor a close combat weapon and a bolt pistol.

Options: may include 15 more novice sisters for 10 points each. The Oblivion Knight may replace her power

weapon for a relic blade for +10 points or a thunder hammer for +15 points. The Oblivion knight may have

digital lasers for +10 points. Two sister may replace their bolt pistols for an Infernus pistol for +25 points or

a flame pistol for +10 points. If the squad numbers 10 or less may take an emperor’s gift APC for 90 points,

an artificer rhino for 80 points

Special rules

Fearless, Pariah



Fast attack

Sisters of Silence Prosecutor Team



120 points



[WS][BS][S]T][W][I][A][LD][SV]

Oblivion] 6

4 3 3 2 4 2 10 4+

Prosecutor] 5 4 4 3 2 4 D6 10 4+

Unit composition: 1 Oblivion Knight and 3 Prosecutors

Unit type: infantry

Wargear: Carapace armor, close combat weapon, bolt pistol, Relic blade (Oblivion Knight), frag grenades,

krak grenades, En-Dogs (prosecutors)

Options: may include 3 more Prosecutors for 30 points per model. The Oblivion knight may have digital lasers

for +10 points. Two of the En-Dogs may have either a flamer for +5 points, a heavy flamer for +7 points, meltagun

for +10 points, or a heavy meltagun for +15 points

Special rules

Fearless, Pariah, Psyker Bane, En-dogs



Heavy Support

Holocaust Cannon 110 points each

Front Side Rear

Cannon 10 10

10

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

Oblivion] 6 4 3 3 2 4 2 10 4+

Unit Composition: between 1 and 5 Holocaust Cannons each manned by an Oblivion Knight



Unit Type: artillery

Wargear cannon: Holocaust cannon

Wargear Knight: master crafted twin linked bolter, power axe, carapace armor, frag, krak, and

Psyk-out grenades

Special rules

Hit the battery, Fearless, Pariah, Psyker Bane, counter attack, iron halo



Sisters of Silence Vigilator squad



170 points



[WS][BS][S]T][W][I][A][LD][SV]

Oblivion] 6

4 3 3 2 4 2 10 4+

Sister]

5

4 3 3 2 4 1 10 4+

Unit composition: 1 Oblivion Knight and 4 Sister Vigilators

Unit Type: infantry

Wargear: Carapace armor, Relic Blade, bolt pistol, frag grenades, krak grenades

Options: may include 5 more sisters for 16 points each. The Oblivion knight may have digital lasers for

+10 points. 4 Sisters may replace their bolt pistols for an Infernus pistol for +25 points or a flame pistol for

+10 points or may replace both their bolt pistol and relic blade for a flamer, psilencer, or meltagun for free,

a heavy flamer for +5 points, a heavy meltagun for +7 points, an incinerator for +10 points, or a psycannon

for +15 points.

Special rules

Fearless, titanic might, Eye of Vengeance, Pariah, Psyker Bane



Dedicated Transports

Artificer rhino



80 points



[Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS]

Rhino] 12

12

11

4

Unit type: tank, fast

Wargear: master crafted twin linked bolter, smoke launcher, searchlight, extra armor

Transport capacity: 10 models

Access points: one rear assault ramp, two side hatches

Options: May take a pintle mounted Master crafted linked bolter for +5 points, an auto launcher for +7 points,

master crafted combi plasma; melta; flamer; grenade launcher for +10 points, a master crafted havoc launcher

for +15 points, a master crafted hunter killer missile for +10 points, master crafted plasma gun for +15 points,

a pintle mounted master crafted multi-melta for +20 points,

Special rules

Power of the machine spirit, assault vehicle, special issue ammunition, Venerable, Galvanic Motors



Emperor’s gift



90 points



[Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS]

Emperor’s gift] 11(14) 11(14) 10

4

Wargear: 2 master crafted twin linked bolter, smoke launcher, searchlight, extra armor

Transport capacity: 12 models

Options: May take a pintle mounted Master crafted linked bolter for +5 points, an auto launcher for +8 points,

master crafted combi plasma; melta; flamer; grenade launcher for +10 points, a master crafted hunter killer

missile for +10 points, a master crafted havoc launcher for +15 points, master crafted plasma gun for +15 points,

a pintle mounted master crafted multi-melta for +20 points,

Special rules

Power of the machine spirit, assault vehicle, special issue ammunition, Venerable, Galvanic Motors



Space Marine Legion additional list

HQ

Halcyon Command Rhino



60 points each



BS FRONT SIDE REAR

Halcyon Rhino 4 11

11

10



Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Halcyon Command Rhino

Unit Type: Tank

Transport Capacity: none

Wargear: Improved Communications, Orbital Bombardment, Twin linked Bolter, Searchlight, Smoke

Launchers

Options: May purchase an auto launcher for +10 points or Extra Armor for +15 points.

Improved Communications: If the Halcyon Command Rhino is deployed on the table then the Imperial player

may re-roll a single Reserve roll once per turn. Additionally units may re-roll the Scatter and Distance dice

when deploying via Deep Strike. They must accept the re-rolled result.

Orbital Bombardment: A Halcyon Command Rhino has the authority to call down a bombardment from

a Strike Cruiser. This ability can be used once per turn in its Shooting phase, providing that the Halcyon Rhino

did not move in the preceding Movement phase. Calling down an orbital bombardment otherwise counts as

firing a ranged weapon



Lieutenant 75 points

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

4 4 4 4 2 5 2 10 3+

Unit composition: 1 lieutenant

Unit type: infantry

Wargear: bolt pistol, chainsword, power armor, frag and krak grenades

Options: may take a bolter for free, a siege bolter for +1 point, a bolt carbine for +2 points, a twin linked bolter

or shard blaster for +5 points, a Combibolter for +10 points, a Gilded Twin Linked Bolter for +12 points, an arc

rifle for +15 points, a relic bolter for +17 points, or a volkite charger for +20 points. May replace bolt pistol for

a flame pistol or shard pistol for free, an infernus pistol for +5 points, a plasma pistol or lightning claw for

+10 points, a needle pistol for +15 points, a relic pistol for +17 points, or a thunder hammer for +20 points.

May replace chainsword with chain axe for +5 points, power weapon for +7 points, power maul or lightning

claw for +10 points, Neural Whip or xenotech phase blade for +11 points, a chain glaive for +12 points, power

fist for +15 points, a power claw for +18 points, chain fist for +20 points, relic blade or storm shield for

+25 points. May take digital weapons for +5 points. May take an auxiliary grenade launcher for +10 points.

May take melta bombs for +5 points, Phosphex bombs for +20 points, rad grenades for +15 points, shroud

bombs for +10 points, and/or vortex grenades for +50 points. May take a Grav Chute for +5 points, a jump

pack for +10 points, a bike for +15 points, or a jetbike for +25 points. May replace power armor with artificer

armor for +15 points. May purchase an Auspex for +2 points, Oath of the Moment for +7 points, and/or bionics

for +18 points.

Special rules

And they shall know no fear, combat tactics, Refractor Field, independent character, Chain Blades



Captain



90 points



WS BS S T W I A LD SV

5 5 4 4 3 5 3 10 3+

Unit composition: 1 captain

Unit type: infantry

Wargear: bolt pistol, chainsword, power armor, frag and krak grenades

Options: may take a bolter for free, a siege bolter for +1 point, a bolt carbine for +2 points, a twin linked bolter

or shard blaster for +5 points, a Combibolter for +10 points, a Gilded Twin Linked Bolter for +12 points, an arc

rifle for +15 points, a relic bolter for +17 points, or a volkite charger for +20 points. May replace bolt pistol for

a flame pistol or shard pistol for free, an infernus pistol for +5 points, a plasma pistol or lightning claw for +10

points, a needle pistol for +15 points, a relic pistol for +17 points, or a thunder hammer for +20 points. May

replace chainsword with chain axe for +5 points, power weapon for +7 points, power maul or lightning claw

for +10 points, Neural Whip or xenotech phase blade for +11 points, a chain glaive for +12 points, power fist

for +15 points, power claw for +18 points, chain fist for +20 points, relic blade or storm shield for +25 points.

May take digital weapons for +5 points. May take an auxiliary grenade launcher for +10 points. May take melta

bombs for +5 points, Phosphex bombs for +20 points, rad grenades for +15 points, shroud bombs for +10 points,

and/or vortex grenades for +50 points. May take a Grav Chute for +5 points, a jump pack for +10 points, a bike

for +15 points, or a jetbike for +25 points. May replace power armor with artificer armor for +15 points. May

purchase an Auspex for +2 points, Oath of the Moment for +7 points, and/or bionics for +18 points.

Special rules



And they shall know no fear, combat tactics, iron halo, independent character, Chain Blades



Master of the Forge



100 points



WS BS S T W I A LD SV

4 6 4 4 3 4 2 10 2+

Unit composition: 1 Master of the Forge

Unit type: infantry

Wargear: bolter, bolt pistol, power weapon, artificer armor, frag and krak grenades, servo harness, bionics

Options: may replace servo harness with a conversion beamer for +20 points. May replace their bolter with a

bolt carbine for free, a siege bolter for +1 point, a twin linked bolter or shard blaster for +2 points, a combibolter

for +5 points, a Gilded Twin Linked Bolter for +7 points, a plasma gun for +10 points, a relic bolter for +12 points,

a heavy plasma gun or arc rifle for +15 points, or a volkite charger for +20 points. May replace their bolt pistol

with a flame pistol or shard pistol for free, an infernus pistol for +5 points, a plasma pistol or lightning claw for

+10 points, a needle pistol for +15 points, a relic pistol for +17 points, or a volkite serpenta for +20 points.

May exchange their power weapon for a chain axe for free, Neural Whip or xenotech phase blade for +8 points,

a power fist for +10 points, a chain glaive or power claw for +11 points, a chain fist for +12 points, a

Criterion Hammer for +13 points, a thunder hammer for +15 points, or a storm shield for +20 points. May

take melta bombs for +5 points, Phosphex bombs for +20 points, rad grenades for +15 points, shroud bombs

for +10 points, and/or vortex grenades for +50 points. May take a bike for +5 points or a jetbike for +20 points.

May purchase an Auspex for +2 points.

Special rules

And they shall know no fear, combat tactics, independent character, blessings of the Omnissiah, bolster

defenses, Maximum Fire, Chain Blades, Lord of the armory, Mechanicus Protectiva



Command squad 105 points

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

Champion

5 4 4 4 1 4 2 9 3+

Apothecary

4 4 4 4 1 4 2 9 3+

Veteran

4 4 4 4 1 4 2 9 3+

Unit composition: 1 apothecary and 4 veterans

Unit type: infantry

Dedicated transport: may take a rhino for +35 points, a drop pod for +35 point, a predator mark 1 if numbering

8 or less models for +45 points, a predator mark 3 if numbering 6 or less models for +50 points, a predator

Deimos is numbering 5 models for +55 points, a rhino mark 1B if numbering 14 or less models for +38 points,

a Rhino Deimos if numbering 12 or less for +37 points, a predator battle tank is numbering 6 or less for +60

points, a Deathrain drop pod is numbering 10 or less for +45 points, a Predator Infernus if numbering 7 or less

for +90 points, a Honorius Rhino is numbering 8 or less for +50 points, a Predator Centurion if numbering 8 or

less for +45 points, a Butcher Predator if numbering 8 or less for +110 points, a Storm Raptor assault gunship if

numbering 20 or less for +190 points, a Stormeagle Umbra Angelus pattern if numbering 20 or less for +190

points, a Stormeagle assault gunship if numbering 20 or less for +225 points, a Caestus assault ram if numbering

10 or less for +275 points, a Cleaver Predator if numbering 5 for +70 points, a Dreadclaw drop pod if numbering

10 or less for +55 points, a Testudo if numbering 15 or less for +40 points, a Thunder if numbering 12 or less

for +50 points, a Storm Hawk if numbering 12 or less for +225 points, or a Thunderer Rhino if numbering 13 or

less for +45 points

Wargear: power armor, chainsword, bolter, bolt pistol, frag and krak grenades, Narthecium (apothecary

only, provides a 4+ feel no pain to squad)

Options: may include 15 more veteran marines for 21 points each. One veteran may carry the company

standard for +10 points. One veteran may be upgraded to a champion equipped with a power weapon and

combat shield for +15 points. Any veteran may replace their bolter with a bolt carbine or flamer for free, siege

bolter for +1 point, twin linked bolter or shard blaster for +2 points, a meltagun or combibolter for +5 points, a

Gilded Twin Linked Bolter for +6 points, a heavy meltagun for +7 points, a plasma gun for +10 points, a heavy

plasma gun for +15 points, a relic bolter for +17 points, or a volkite charger for +20 points. Any veteran may

replace their bolt pistol with a flame pistol or shard pistol for free, an infernus pistol for +5 points, a plasma

pistol or lightning claw for +10 points, a needle pistol for +15 points, or a volkite serpenta or thunder hammer

for +20 points. Any veteran may exchange their chainsword for a chain axe for +5 points, a power weapon for

+10 points, a Neural Whip or xenotech phase blade for +11 points, a chain glaive for +12 points, a power fist

for +15 points, a power claw for +18 points, a chain fist for +20 points, or a storm shield for +25 points. Any



veteran may have melta bombs for +5 points per model, rad grenades for +15 points per model, and/or shroud

bombs for +10 points per model. Any veteran may replace their power armor with artificer armor for +20 points

per model or terminator armor for +35 points per model.

Special rules

And they shall know no fear, combat tactics, Chain Blades, Maximum Fire



Major 110 points

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

5 5 4 4 4 5 3 10 3+

Unit composition: 1 Major

Unit type: infantry

Wargear: bolt pistol, chainsword, power armor, frag and krak grenades

Options: may take a bolter for free, a siege bolter for +1 point, a bolt carbine for +2 points, a twin linked bolter

or shard blaster for +5 points, a Combibolter for +10 points, a Gilded Twin Linked Bolter for +12 points, an arc

rifle for +15 points, a relic bolter for +17 points, or a volkite charger for +20 points. May replace bolt pistol for

a flame pistol or shard pistol for free, an infernus pistol for +5 points, a plasma pistol or lightning claw for +10

points, a needle pistol for +15 points, a relic pistol for +17 points, or a thunder hammer for +20 points. May

replace chainsword with chain axe for +5 points, power weapon for +7 points, power maul or lightning claw

for +10 points, a Neural Whip or xenotech phase blade for +11 points, a chain glaive for +12 points, power fist

for +15 points, power claw for +18 points, chain fist for +20 points, relic blade, storm shield for +25 points, or

a Vortex weapon for +35 points. May take digital weapons for +5 points. May take an auxiliary grenade launcher

for +10 points. May take melta bombs for +5 points, Phosphex bombs for +20 points, rad grenades for +15

points, shroud bombs for +10 points, and/or vortex grenades for +50 points. May take a Grav Chute for +5

points, a jump pack for +10 points, a bike for +15 points, or a jetbike for +25 points. May replace power armor

with artificer armor for +15 points or terminator armor (but may not take a jump pack, bike, or jetbike) for

+25 points. May purchase an Auspex for +2 points,Oath of the Moment for +7 points, and/or bionics for

+18 points.

Special rules

And they shall know no fear, combat tactics, iron halo, independent character, Chain Blades



Senior Librarian



150 points



WS BS S T W I A LD SV

5 5 4 4 3 4 3 9 2+

Unit composition: 1 Senior Librarian

Unit type: infantry

Wargear: bolt pistol, force weapon, artificer armor, frag and krak grenades

Options: may replace bolt pistol with a flame pistol or shard pistol for free, an infernus pistol or needle pistol

for +5 points, a plasma pistol for +10 points, a heavy plasma pistol for +12 points, a volkite serpenta for +15

points, a relic pistol for +17 points, or a plasma blaster for +20 points. May take a Grave Chute for +10 points,

a jump pack for +15 points, a Bike for +20 points, or a jetbike for +25 points. May replace artificer armor for

terminator armor for +30 points. May purchase Oath of the Moment for +7 points and/or bionics for +18 points.

Special rules

Master psyker, and they shall know no fear, Master Librarian



Techmarine Lord



150 points



WS BS S T W I A LD SV

4 6 4 4 3 4 2 10 2+

Unit composition: 1 Techmarine Lord

Unit type: infantry

Wargear: bolt pistol, power weapon, artificer armor, frag and krak grenades, vortex grenades, Mechadendrites,

servo harness, bionics

Options: may take a bolter for +5 points, a bolt carbine for +6 points, a siege bolter for +7 points, a twin linked

bolter or shard blaster for +10 points, a combibolter for +15 points, a Gilded Twin Linked Bolter for +16 points,

a relic bolter for +17 points, an arc rifle for +20 points, a graviton gun for +25 points, or a volkite charger for

+30 points. May replace the bolt pistol with a flame pistol, shard pistol, or shredder bolter for +5 points,

an infernus pistol or lightning claw for +10 points, a plasma pistol for +15 points, a relic pistol for +17 points,



or a volkite serpenta for +20 points. May replace the power weapon with a chain axe for +5 points, a lighting

claw for +10 points, a Neural Whip or xenotech phase blade for +11 points, a chain glaive for +12 points,

a Criterion Hammer for +15 points, a cult mechanicus power axe for +20 points, a storm shield for +25 points,

or a Vortex Weapon for +30 points. May take a bike for +10 points or a jetbike for +15 points. May take a jump

pack for +5 points but may not take a bike or jetbike or terminator armor. May take terminator armor for +20 points

but may not take a jump pack, bike, or a jetbike. May take Melta bombs for +5 points, Phosphex bombs for

+20 points, breacher charges for +15 points, Rad Grenades for +10 points, Virus Grenades for +17 points,

and/or Blind Grenades for +4 points. May purchase an Auspex for +2 points.

Special rules

And they shall know no fear, blessings of the Omnissiah, independent character, bolster defenses,

combat tactics, Maximum Fire, Chain Blades, Shatter defenses, Master Techmarine, Mechanicus Protectiva



Primarch Honor Guard



175 points



[WS][BS][S][T][W][I][A][LD][SV]

Champion] 6

4 4 4 2 5 4 10 2+

Guard]

5

4 4 4 2 5 3 10 2+

Unit composition: 1 legion champion and 2 honor guards

Unit type: infantry

Dedicated transport: may take a rhino for +35 points, a drop pod for +35 point, a predator mark 1 if numbering

8 or less models for +45 points, a predator mark 3 if numbering 6 or less models for +50 points, a predator

Deimos is numbering 5 models for +55 points, a rhino mark 1B if numbering 14 or less models for +38 points,

a Rhino Deimos if numbering 12 or less for +37 points, a predator battle tank is numbering 6 or less for

+60 points, a Deathrain drop pod is numbering 10 or less for +45 points, a Predator Infernus if numbering 7

or less for +90 points, a Honorius Rhino is numbering 8 or less for +50 points, a Predator Centurion if

numbering 8 or less for +45 points, a Butcher Predator if numbering 8 or less for +110 points, a Storm Raptor

assault gunship if numbering 20 or less for +190 points, a Stormeagle Umbra Angelus pattern if numbering

20 or less for +190 points, a Stormeagle assault gunship if numbering 20 or less for +225 points, a Caestus

assault ram if numbering 10 or less for +275 points, a Cleaver Predator if numbering 5 for +70 points, a

Dreadclaw drop pod if numbering 10 or less for +55 points, a Testudo if numbering 15 or less for +40 points,

a Thunder if numbering 12 or less for +50 points, a Storm Hawk if numbering 12 or less for +225 points,

or a Thunderer Rhino if numbering 13 or less for +45 points

Wargear: relic blade; if in artificer armor bolt pistol, krak grenades, frag grenades, bolter. If in

terminator armor twin linked bolter.

Options: may include seventeen more honor guards for 55 points a piece. Any Primarch Honor guard may

exchange their bolter for a bolt carbine for free, siege bolter for +3 points, twin linked bolter or shard blaster

for +5 points, combibolter for +10 points, a Gilded Twin Linked Bolter for +15 points each, or a relic bolter

for +20 points each, The legion champion may replace his relic blade for a thunder hammer for +5 points.

The legion champion may have Oath of the Moment for +7 points and/or a back pack banner for +15 points.

Any honor guard including the champion may have digital lasers for +10 points. One honor guard my buy

a legion banner (counts as a chapter banner) for +25 points. Any member may buy a storm shield for +15 points.

Any Honor guard in terminator armor may replace Relic blade for a power fist for free.

Special rules

Maximum Fire, Chain Blades

Their Number is Legion: may be placed back on the table for no additional points once they reach 10 models



Siege Breaker 200 points

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

5 5 5 4 2 5 3 9 3+

Unit composition: 1 Siege Breaker

Unit type: infantry

Wargear: power armor, bolt pistol, chainsword, frag, rad and krak grenades, 3 Phosphex bombs

Options: may take a bolter for free, siege bolter for +1 point, a bolt carbine for +2 points, a twin linked bolter

or shard blaster for +5 points, a combibolter for +10 points, a Gilded Twin Linked Bolter for +11 points, a relic

bolter for +12 points, or a volkite charger for +15 points. May replace the bolt pistol for a flame pistol or shard

pistol for +5 points, an infernus pistol, needle pistol, or lightning claw for +10 points, a plasma pistol for +15

points, a heavy plasma pistol or relic pistol for +17 points, a volkite serpenta for +20 points, or a thunder hammer

for +25 points. May replace the chainsword with a chain axe for +5 points, a lightning claw for +10 points,



a Neural Whip or xenotech phase blade for +11 points, a chain glaive for +12 points, a power fist for

+15 points, a power claw for +17 points, a Criterion Hammer for +18 points, or a storm shield for +20

points. May take a Grav Chute for +5 points, a jump pack for +10 points, a bike for +15 points, or a jetbike

for +25 points. May take breacher charges for +10 points. May take Virus Grenades for +15 points. May

purchase an Auspex for +2 points, Oath of the Moment for +7 points, and/or bionics for +12 points.

Special rules

Tank hunters, and they shall know no fear, Maximum Fire, Chain Blades, Master of Siege



Elites

Master of Signal 35 points

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

3 5 4 4 2 3 2 9

3+

Unit composition: 1 master of signal

Unit type: infantry

Wargear: bolt pistol, chainsword, power armor, frag and krak grenades

Options: may take a bolter for +5 points, a siege bolter for +6 points, a bolt carbine for +7 points, a twin

linked bolter, shard blaster, or lightning claw for +10 points, a combibolter or arc rifle for +15 points, a relic

bolter for +17 points, or a volkite charger for +20 points. May exchange his bolt pistol for a shard pistol for

+3 points, a plasma pistol for +10 points, a heavy plasma pistol for +12 points, a volkite serpenta for +15 points,

a relic pistol for +17 points, or a thunder hammer for +20 points. May exchange his chainsword for a chain axe

for +15 points, a power weapon or lightning claw for +20 points, a Neural Whip or xenotech phase blade for

+22 points, a chain glaive for +23 points, a power fist for +25 points, or a power claw for +28 points. May take

a Grave Chute for +2 points, a jump pack for +5 points, a bike for +10 points or a jetbike for +20 points. May

take artificer armor for +15 points. May purchase an Auspex for +2 points, Oath of the Moment for +7 points,

and/or bionics for +20 points.

Special rules

And they shall know no fear, Maximum Fire, Chain Blades

Orbital bombardment: may be used every three turns



Hurricane weapons battery 40 points

Front Side Rear

Hurricane 10 10 10

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

marines 4

4 4 4 1 4 1 8 3+

Unit composition: 1 hurricane weapons battery manned by two marines

Unit type: artillery

Transport: may be deployed in a drop pod for +35 points, deathrain drop pod for +45 points, or a

dreadclaw for +55 points

Wargear marines: power armor, frag and krak grenades, bolt pistol, bolter

Wargear: quad heavy bolter

Options: may include 4 more Hurricane weapons batteries for +40 points each

Special rules

And they shall know no fear, Extremely Bulky



Techmarine detachment



40 points each



WS BS S T W I A LD SV

4 5 4 4 2 4 2 8 2+

Unit composition: between 1 and 5 Techmarines (each operate independently from one another)

Unit type: infantry

Wargear: artificer armor, bolt pistol, power weapon, servo arm, frag, krak and rad grenades, 10 Phosphex

bombs, bionics

Options: may take a bolter for +5 points each, a Bolt Carbine for +6 points each, a siege bolter for +7 points

each, a twin linked bolter, shard blaster, or psilencer for +10 points each, a combibolter for +15 points each,

a relic bolter for +17 points each, an arc rifle for +20 points each, a Plasma Blaster Gun for +23 points, a graviton

gun for +25 points each, or a volkite charger for +30 points each. May replace the bolt pistol with a flame pistol,

shard pistol, or shredder bolter for +5 points each, an infernus pistol or lightning claw for +10 points each, a



plasma pistol for +15 points each, a heavy plasma pistol or relic pistol for +17 points each, or a volkite serpenta

for +20 points each. May replace the power weapon with a chain axe for +5 points each, a lighting claw for

+10 points each, a Neural Whip or xenotech phase blade for +11 points, a chain glaive for +12 points, a power

fist for +15 points each, a cult mechanicus power axe for +20 points each, a power claw for +21 points each,

a Criterion Hammer for +22 points each, a storm shield for +25 points each, or a thunder hammer for +30 points

each. May take a bike for +10 points or a jetbike for +15 points. May take a jump pack for +5 points but may not

take a bike or jetbike or terminator armor. May take terminator armor for +20 points but may not take a jump

pack, bike, or a jetbike. May take Mechadendrites for +5 points. May replace the servo arm for a servo harness

for +20 points, a conversion beamer for +40 points, or an Arc cannon for +30 points. May take Melta bombs

for +5 points, Phosphex bombs for +20 points, breacher charges for +15 points, Rad Grenades for +10 points,

Virus Grenades for +17 points, Blind Grenades for +4 points, and/or Vortex Grenades for +75 points

Special rules

And they shall know no fear, blessings of the Omnissiah, independent character, bolster defenses, combat

tactics, Maximum Fire, Chain Blades, Mechanicus Protectiva



Vigilator 45 points

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

4 5 4 4 2 5 3 9 3+

Unit composition: 1 Vigilator

Unit type: infantry

Wargear: bolter, bolt pistol, chainsword, power armor, frag and krak grenades

Options: may replace the bolter with a bolt carbine for free, a siege bolter for +1 point, twin linked bolter

or shard blaster for +5 points, a combibolter for +10 points, a relic bolter for +12 points, a stalker bolter for

+15 points, or a volkite charger for +20 points. May replace the bolt pistol for a shard pistol for +3 points,

a plasma pistol or lightning claw for +10 points, a heavy plasma pistol for +12 points, or a volkite serpenta

for +15 points, or a relic pistol for +17 points. May replace chainsword with a lightning claw for +10 points,

a chain axe for +15 points, a chain glaive or xenotech phase blade for +18 points, a relic blade for +20 points,

or a storm shield for +25 points. May replace power armor for scout armor and gain move threw cover and

infiltrate for free. May purchase an Auspex for +2 points, Oath of the Moment for +7 points, and/or bionics

for +28 points.

Special rules

Scout, and they shall know no fear, Maximum Fire, Chain Blades, Master Scout



Mole Mortar squad 50 points each

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

4 4 4 4 1 4 1 8 3+

Unit composition: between 1 and 10 Mole Mortar squads each manned by 1 marine

Unit type: infantry

Wargear: bolter, bolt pistol, frag and krak grenades, Mole mortar, power armor

Special rules

And they shall know no fear, combat tactics, Maximum Fire, Chain Blades, bulky



Remembrancer



50 points Unit upgrade



[WS][BS][S][T][W][I][A][LD][SV]

Remembrancer] 2

2 3 3 1 3 1 6

Unit composition: 1 Remembrancer

Unit type: infantry

Wargear: none

Special rules

Embedded Recorder, Terrified Civilian, Worthy of Remembrance, Along for the ride



Rapier laser battery 55 points each

Front Side Rear

10

10 10

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

Marines 4 4 4 4 1 4 1 8 3+

Rapier



Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Rapier laser batteries manned by 2 marines each

Unit type: artillery

Dedicated transport: drop pod for +35 points, Deathrain drop pod for +45 points, or a Dreadclaw

for +55 points

Wargear Rapier: Rapier laser

Wargear space marines: bolter, bolt pistol, frag and krak grenades, power armor

Special rules

Chain Blades, and they shall know no fear, Hit the battery, Extremely Bulky, Battery



Shockwave Battery 68 points each

Front Side Rear

Shockwave 10

10

10

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

Marines 4 4 4 4 1 4 1 8 3+

Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Shockwave Batteries each manned by 2 marines each

Unit type: artillery

Dedicated transport: drop pod for +35 points, Deathrain drop pod for +45 points, or a Dreadclaw

for +55 points

Wargear Shockwave: Shockwave Cannon

Wargear space marines: bolter, bolt pistol, frag and krak grenades, power armor

Special rules

Chain Blades, and they shall know no fear, Hit the battery, Extremely Bulky, Battery



Champion 75 points

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

6 5 4 4 2 5 4 9

3+

Unit composition: 1 champion

Unit type: infantry

Wargear: bolt pistol, power weapon, power armor, frag and krak grenades

Options: May exchange his bolt pistol for a shard pistol for +5 points, a plasma pistol for +10 points, a

heavy plasma pistol for +12 points, a relic pistol for +13 points, or a volkite serpenta for +15 points. May

replace his power weapon with a Neural Whip or xenotech phase blade for +12 points, a relic blade for +15 points

or a storm shield for +20 points. . May take a Grav Chute for +10 points, a jump pack for +15 points and gain

heroic intervention, a bike for +10 points or a jetbike for +20 points. May take artificer armor for +15 points.

May purchase an Auspex for +2 points, Oath of the Moment for +7 points, and/or bionics for +18 points.

Special rules

And they shall know no fear, Maximum Fire, Chain Blades, Honor of the legion



Moritat 75 points

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

5 5 4 4 2 4 3 9 3+

Unit composition: 1 Moritat

Unit type: infantry

Wargear: bolt pistol, chainsword, frag, krak, and rad grenades, power armor

Options: may take a bolter or bolt carbine for free, a volkite charger for +5 points, a volkite caliver for +10

points, or a volkite culverin for +15 points. May replace the bolt pistol for a flame pistol or shard pistol for

free, a needle pistol for +3 points, an infernus pistol for +5 points, a plasma pistol for +7 points, a heavy

plasma pistol or relic pistol for +9 points, or a volkite serpenta for +10 points. May replace the chainsword for

a chain axe for +5 points, a power weapon for +10 points, a Neural Whip for +11 points, a chain glaive for

+12 points, or a storm shield for +15 points. May take artificer armor for +15 points. May take a Grav Chute

for +2 points or a jump pack for +5 points. May purchase an Auspex for +2 points, Oath of the Moment for

+7 points, and/or bionics for +15 points.

Special rules

Scout, counter attack, and they shall know no fear, Maximum Fire, Chain Blades, Lone Killer



Master Apothecary



75 points



WS BS S T W I A LD SV

5 5 5 4 2 5 3 9 3+

Unit composition: 1 Master apothecary

Unit type: infantry

Wargear: power armor, bolt pistol, chainsword, frag, rad, and krak grenades, bionics

Options: may take a bolter for free, a bolt carbine for +1 point, a siege bolter for +2 points, a twin linked bolter

or shard blaster for +5 points, a combibolter or psilencer for +10 points, a relic bolter for +12 points, or

a volkite charger for +15 points. May replace the bolt pistol for a flame pistol or shard pistol for +5 points,

an infernus pistol, needle pistol, or lightning claw for +10 points, a plasma pistol for +15 points, a relic pistol

for +17 points, a volkite serpenta for +20 points, or a thunder hammer for +25 points. May replace the chainsword

with a chain axe for +5 points, a lightning claw for +10 points, a Neural Whip for +11 points, a chain glaive for

+12 points, a power fist for +15 points, a power claw for +18 points, or a storm shield for +20 points. May take

a Grav Chute for +5 points, a jump pack for +10 points, a bike for +15 points, or a jetbike for +25 points.

Special rules

And they shall know no fear, feel no pain 3+ on all units within 6”, Maximum Fire, Chain Blades,

Master Apothecary



Prototype Terminator armor



99 points



WS BS S T W I A LD SV

4 4 4 4 2 4 3 8 2+

Unit composition: 2 Prototype Terminators, 1 Prototype Terminator sergeant

Unit type: infantry

Dedicated transport: may take a Hellfire Land Raider if number 6 or less for +200 points, a Land Raider

Tartarus if numbering 7 or less for +245 points, a Land Raider Dragon if numbering 5 or less for +300 points,

a Land Raider if numbering 6 or less for +250 points, a Land raider Spartan if numbering 10 or less for

+265 points, a Spartan assault tank if numbering 15 or less for +300 points, a Land Raider Nightstorm if

numbering 6 or less for +260 points, a Dreadclaw if numbering 10 or less for +55 points, a Land Raider

Achilles if numbering 3 for +300 points, a Thunderhawk "Annihilator" Pattern Gunship if numbering 8 or

less for +1000 points, a Land Raider Eradicator if numbering 5 or less for +260 points, a Land Raider

Suppressor if numbering 6 or less for +240 points, a Land Raider Executioner if numbering 4 or less for

+260 points, a Land Raider Proteus if numbering 5 or less for +225 points, a Caestus Assault Ram if numbering

10 or less for +275 points, a Stormeagle assault gunship if numbering 10 or less for +225 points, a Stormeagle

Umbra Angelus pattern if numbering 10 or less for +190 points, a Storm Raptor assault gunship if numbering

10 or less for +190 points, a Drop Pod if numbering 6 or less for +35 points, a Deathrain drop pod if numbering

5 or less for +45 points, or an Intel Transport if numbering 20 or less for +700 points.

Wargear: Exo suit, quad bolter, power fist, frag, krak, and rad grenades, Grenade Harness

Options: may include 27 more Prototype Terminators for 33 points each. Any Prototype Terminator may

exchange it’s power fist for a Criterion Hammer for +20 points or a storm shield for +25 points each. The

sergeant may have an Auspex for +2 points, Oath of the Moment for +7 points, a back pack banner for

+15 points and/or bionics for +18 points.

Special rules

Deep strike, and they shall know no fear, combat tactics, very bulky, special issue ammunition, Maximum

Fire, Chain Blades

Their Number is Legion: may be placed back on the table for no additional points once they reach 10 models



Dreadnought Talon 100 points each

Front Side Rear WS BS S I A

12 12 10 4 4 6 4 2

Unit Composition: between 1 and 5 Dreadnoughts

Unit Type: walker

Dedicated transport: may take a drop pod for +35 points, a Deathrain drop pod for +45 points or a Lucius

pattern dreadnought drop pod for +65 points

Wargear: twin linked heavy flamer, dreadnought close combat weapon with built in twin linked bolter,

searchlight, smoke launchers

Options: may replace the twin linked heavy flamer for a twin linked heavy bolter, twin linked heavy stubber,



rotor cannon, or a frag cannon for free, twin linked autocannon or bolt cannon for +5 points, a plasma

cannon or heavy assault cannon for +10 points, a multimelta for +15 points, a twin linked lascannon for

+20 points, Shrieker cannon, Nova Cannon, Butcher Cannon, or a punisher cannon for +25 points, Melta

Cannon, Condensed Beam Projector, Storm Laser, or a Rotary Lascannon for +30 points, a twin linked

conversion beamer or a Heavy Conversion Beamer for +35 points, or a twin linked Volkite Culverin for

+40 points. May replace the dreadnought close combat weapon with a chain fist for +10 points. May replace

the built in twin linked bolter for a heavy flamer for +5 points, Plasma Blaster, meltagun, or a Grinder Rifle

for +10 points, a Graviton Gun for +15 points, or a twin linked volkite charger for +20 points. May replace

the entire dreadnought close combat weapon for a twin linked havoc launcher for free, a missile launcher for

+5 points, or a twin linked autocannon for +10 points. May take extra armor for +5 points, auto launchers

for +10 points, and/or lasher tendrils for +15 points



Sternguard Veterans 115 points

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

4 4 4 4 1 4 2 9 3+

Unit composition: 1 sternguard sergeant and 4 sternguards

Unit type: infantry

Dedicated transport: may take a rhino for +35 points, a drop pod for +35 point, a predator mark 1 if numbering

8 or less models for +45 points, a predator mark 3 if numbering 6 or less models for +50 points, a predator

Deimos is numbering 5 models for +55 points, a rhino mark 1B if numbering 14 or less models for +38 points,

a Rhino Deimos if numbering 12 or less for +37 points, a predator battle tank is numbering 6 or less for

+60 points, a Deathrain drop pod is numbering 10 or less for +45 points, a Predator Infernus if numbering 7

or less for +90 points, a Honorius Rhino is numbering 8 or less for +50 points, a Predator Centurion if numbering

8 or less for +45 points, a Butcher Predator if numbering 8 or less for +110 points, a Storm Raptor assault

gunship if numbering 20 or less for +190 points, a Stormeagle Umbra Angelus pattern if numbering 20 or less

for +190 points, a Stormeagle assault gunship if numbering 20 or less for +225 points, a Caestus assault ram

if numbering 10 or less for +275 points, a Cleaver Predator if numbering 5 for +70 points, a Dreadclaw drop

pod if numbering 10 or less for +55 points, a Testudo if numbering 15 or less for +40 points, a Thunder if

numbering 12 or less for +50 points, a Storm Hawk if numbering 12 or less for +225 points, or a Thunderer

Rhino if numbering 13 or less for +45 points

Wargear: power armor, bolter, bolt pistol, frag and krak grenades

Options: may include 5 more sternguard veterans for 23 points each. Any marine may upgrade to mark

3 Iron armor for +10 points or mark 5 heresy armor for +15 points 2 out of every 5 may exchange their

bolter for a flamer, heavy bolter, autocannon, missile launcher, heavy stubber, rotor cannon, or heavy flamer

for free, a meltagun, assault stubber, or havoc missile launcher for +5 points, a heavy meltagun for +7 points,

a multimelta or plasma gun for +10 points, a plasma carbine for +12 points, an arc rifle, plasma cannon, heavy

plasma gun, plasma blaster, or twin linked autocannon for +15 points, a Plasma Blaster Gun for +18 points,

a volkite charger, Repeating melta rifle, or lascannon for +20 points, a grim lascannon or Graviton Gun for

+25 points, a Volkite Caliver or Long Melta Rifle for +30 points, an assault cannon or Lancer for +35 points,

a conversion beamer for +40 points, or a Volkite Culverin for +45 points. Any sternguard may replace their

bolter with a frag carbine for +2 points, a twin linked bolter or shard blaster for +3 points, a siege bolter for

+4 points, a bolt carbine for +5 points, a combibolter for +6 points, or a bolter with M40 targeter for +10 points.

The sergeant may have a back pack banner for +10 points. The sergeant purchase an Auspex for +2 points,

Oath of the Moment for +7 points, and/or bionics for +18 points.

Special rules

And they shall know no fear, combat tactics, combat squads, special issue ammunition, Maximum Fire,

Chain Blades

Their Number is Legion: may be placed back on the table for no additional points once they reach 10 models



Tartorus Pattern terminator armor 120 points

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

4 4 4 4 1 5 2 8 2+

Unit composition: 2 Tartorus pattern terminators, 1 Tartorus pattern terminator sergeant

Unit type: infantry

Dedicated transport: may take a Hellfire Land Raider if number 6 or less for +200 points, a Land Raider

Tartarus if numbering 7 or less for +245 points, a Land Raider Dragon if numbering 5 or less for +300 points,

a Land Raider if numbering 6 or less for +250 points, a Land raider Spartan if numbering 10 or less for



+265 points, a Spartan assault tank if numbering 15 or less for +300 points, a Land Raider Nightstorm if

numbering 6 or less for +260 points, a Dreadclaw if numbering 10 or less for +55 points, a Land Raider

Achilles if numbering 3 for +300 points, a Thunderhawk "Annihilator" Pattern Gunship if numbering 8 or

less for +1000 points, a Land Raider Eradicator if numbering 5 or less for +260 points, a Land Raider

Suppressor if numbering 6 or less for +240 points, a Land Raider Executioner if numbering 4 or less for

+260 points, a Land Raider Proteus if numbering 5 or less for +225 points, a Caestus Assault Ram if numbering

10 or less for +275 points, a Stormeagle assault gunship if numbering 10 or less for +225 points, a Stormeagle

Umbra Angelus pattern if numbering 10 or less for +190 points, a Storm Raptor assault gunship if numbering

10 or less for +190 points, a Drop Pod if numbering 6 or less for +35 points, a Deathrain drop pod if numbering

5 or less for +45 points, or an Intel Transport if numbering 20 or less for +700 points.

Wargear: Tartorus terminator suit, twin linked bolter, power weapon

Options: may include 17 more Tartorus terminators for 40 points each. Any terminator may replace the

power weapon with a chain axe for free, a Neural Whip for +3 points, a lightning claw for +5 points, power fist

for +10 points, a power claw for +13 points, chain fist for +15 points, relic blade for +20 points, a power maul

for +25 points, a Criterion Hammer for +28 points, or a storm shield for +30 points. Any terminator may

replace their twin linked bolter for a combi-melta, flamer, shotgun or grenade launcher for +5 points,

a combi-plasma, foeblaster bolter, or lightning claw for +10 points, a Volkite charger for +15 points, twin

linked relic bolter for +17 points, or a thunderhammer for +20 points. 1 terminator if the squad number

5 models (2 if 10, 3 if 15, or 4 if 20) may replace their twin linked bolter for heavy flamers for +5 points,

plasma blaster for +15 points, a Plasma Blaster Gun for +18 points, Repeating melta rifle, twin linked heavy

bolter, or Reaper autocannons for +20 points, rotor cannon or for +25 points, assault cannons for +30 points,

multi-melta for +35 points, a Plasma Cannon for +40 points, twin linked lascannon for +50 points and

conversion beamers for +60 points, or may keep the twin linked bolter and add a cyclone missile launchers

for +30 or a havoc missile launcher for +20 points. The sergeant may have an Auspex for +2 points,

Oath of the Moment for +7 points, a back pack banner for +15 points and/or Bionics for +20 points. The

entire squad may have a grenade harness for +15 points per model

Special rules

Deep strike, and they shall know no fear, combat tactics, quick, bulky, Maximum Fire, Chain Blades

Their Number is Legion: may be placed back on the table for no additional points once they reach 10 models



Proto-Astartes Battalion



120 points



The so-called Thunder Regiments of the Imperial Army helped lay the foundations for genetic engineering

and the creation of the Primarchs. It was argued that without them, Unity would never have been possible

and the Emperor would have been just another upstart tyrant...

WS BS S T I W A LD SV

Proto-Astartes 4 3 4 4 4 1 1 7 4+

Unit composition: 5 Proto-Astartes

Unit type: infantry

Wargear: Thunder Armor, Bolter, Close Combat Weapon, Frag Grenades

Options: May take up to fifteen additional Proto-Astartes at 20 points each. The entire squad may have

Grav Chutes for free or jump packs for +5 points. Any in the unit may replace their Close Combat Weapon

with a Power Weapon for +10 points each, a Neural Whip for +12 points, a chain glaive for +15 points, a relic

blade for +25 points each, or a Criterion Hammer for +30 points each. Any models may replace their bolters

with a bolt carbine for free, a siege bolter for +5 points each, a relic bolter for +15 points each, or a master

crafted combiplasma for +20 points each. May purchase an Auspex for +2 points per model, Oath of the

Moment for +9 points per model, and/or bionics for +15 points per model.

Special rules

Relentless, special issue ammunition, Thunder Warriors, Powered Grapple, Chain Blades

Their Number is Legion: may be placed back on the table for no additional points once they reach 10 models



Siege Dreadnought Talon 120 points each

Front Side Rear BS WS S I A

13

12

10

4 4 6 4 2

Squadron: between 1 and 3 Siege Dreadnoughts

Unit type: Walker

Dedicated transport: may take a drop pod for +35 points, a Deathrain drop pod for +45 points or a Lucius

pattern dreadnought drop pod for +65 points



Wargear: Inferno Cannon, Chainfist with built in Heavy Flamer, Searchlight, Smoke launchers,

Extra armor

Options: May replace Inferno Cannon for a Multimelta or melta cannon for free, or Flamestorm cannon

for +20 points. May take a Havoc Launcher for +15 points and or 2 Hunter killer missiles for +10 points

each. May take auto launchers for +10 points or lasher tendrils for +15 points



Mark IV Siege Dreadnought Talon 125 points each

Front Side Rear BS WS S I A

13

12

11

4 4 6 4 2

Unit Composition: between 1 and 6 Siege Dreadnoughts

Unit type: Walker

Dedicated transport: may take a drop pod for +35 points, a Deathrain drop pod for +45 points or a Lucius

pattern dreadnought drop pod for +65 points

Wargear: Inferno Cannon, Chainfist with built in Heavy Flamer, Searchlight, Smoke launchers,

Extra armor

Options: May replace Inferno Cannon for a Multimelta or melta cannon for free, or Flamestorm cannon

for +20 points. May take a Havoc Launcher for +15 points and or 2 Hunter killer missiles for +10 points

each. May take auto launchers for +10 points or lasher tendrils for +15 points

Special rules

Neural Fibre-bundles

Atomantic Shielding: have a 5+ invulnerable save from shooting attacks and a 6+ invulnerable save in

close combat



Jupiter Cannon 125 points each

Front Side Rear

Cannon

10

10

10

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

Marines 4 4 4 4 1 4 1 8 3+

Unit Composition: between 1 and 10 Jupiter cannon each manned by 2 marines

Unit Type: artillery

Wargear cannon: Shard Cannon

Wargear marines: bolter, bolt pistol, power armor, frag and krak grenades

Special rules

Chain Blades, and they shall know no fear, Hit the battery, Extremely Bulky, Battery



Mark IV Dreadnought Talon



130 points each



Front Side Rear WS BS S I A

12 12 11 5 5 6 4 2

Unit Composition: between 1 and 10 Dreadnoughts

Unit Type: walker

Dedicated transport: may take a drop pod for +35 points, a Deathrain drop pod for +45 points or a

Lucius pattern dreadnought drop pod for +65 points

Wargear: twin linked heavy flamer, dreadnought close combat weapon with built in twin linked bolter,

searchlight, smoke launchers

Options: may replace the twin linked heavy flamer for a twin linked heavy bolter, twin linked heavy stubber,

rotor cannon, or a frag cannon for free, twin linked autocannon or bolt cannon for +5 points, a plasma cannon

or heavy assault cannon for +10 points, a multimelta for +15 points, a twin linked lascannon for +20 points,

Shrieker cannon, Nova Cannon, Butcher Cannon, or a punisher cannon for +25 points, Melta Cannon,

Condensed Beam Projector, Storm Laser, or a Rotary Lascannon for +30 points, a twin linked conversion

beamer or a Heavy Conversion Beamer for +35 points, or a twin linked Volkite Culverin for +40 points. May

replace the dreadnought close combat weapon with a chain fist for +10 points. May replace the built in twin

linked bolter for a heavy flamer for +5 points, Plasma Blaster, meltagun, or a Grinder Rifle for +10 points, a

Graviton Gun for +15 points, or a twin linked volkite charger for +20 points. May replace the entire dreadnought

close combat weapon for a twin linked havoc launcher for free, a missile launcher for +5 points, or a twin

linked autocannon for +10 points. May take extra armor for +5 points, auto launchers for +10 points, and/or

lasher tendrils for +15 points



Special rules

Neural Fibre-bundles

Atomantic Shielding: have a 5+ invulnerable save from shooting attacks and a 6+ invulnerable save in

close combat



Dreadknight 130 points each

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

5 4 6 6 4 4 3(4) 8

2+ (5+ invulnerable)

Unit Composition: between 1 and 10 Dreadknights

Unit type: monstrous creature

Wargear: 2 dreadnought close combat weapons

Options: may take 2 of the following weapons; twin linked Flamestorm cannon for +30 points each, a

bolt cannon for +32 points each, shard cannon for +33 points each, punisher gatling cannon for +35 points each,

quad gun for +40 points each. May replace one dreadnought close combat weapon for a seismic hammer for

+10 points each or a chain fist for +25 points each. May take a personal teleporter for +75 points, auto

launchers for +10 points, and/or Lasher tendrils for +15 points

Special rules

And they shall know no fear, combat tactics, combat squads, deep strike, Extremely Bulky

Their Number is Legion: may be placed back on the table for no additional points once they reach 10 models



Ironclad Dreadnought Talon 135 points each

Front Side Rear WS BS S I A

13 13 10 4 4 6 4 2

Unit Composition: between 1 and 5 Dreadnoughts

Unit Type: walker

Dedicated transport: may take a drop pod for +35 points, a Deathrain drop pod for +45 points or a Lucius

pattern dreadnought drop pod for +65 points

Wargear: Seismic Hammer with built in meltagun, dreadnought close combat weapon with built in twin linked

bolter, searchlight, smoke launchers

Options: may replace the dreadnought close combat weapon and twin linked bolter for hurricane bolters for

free. If hurricane bolters are chosen may take special issue ammunition for +20 points per dreadnought. May

replace the seismic hammer for a chain fist for free. May replace the twin linked bolter for a heavy flamer for

+5 points, Plasma , meltagun, or a Grinder Rifle for +10 points, a Graviton Gun for +15 points, or a twin linked

volkite charger for +20 points. May replace the meltagun for a heavy flamer for +5 points, Plasma Blaster or

a Grinder Rifle for +10 points, a Graviton Gun for +15 points, or a twin linked volkite charger for +20 points.

May take two havoc missile launcher for +5 points each or two hunter killer missiles for +10 points each. May

take extra armor for +10 points, auto launchers for +12 points, and/or lasher tendrils for +15 points



Cataphractii terminator squad



138 points



WS BS S T W I A LD SV

4 4 4 4 1 4 2 8 2+

Unit composition: 2 Cataphractii pattern terminators, 1 Cataphractii pattern terminator sergeant

Unit type: infantry

Dedicated transport: may take a Hellfire Land Raider if number 6 or less for +200 points, a Land Raider

Tartarus if numbering 7 or less for +245 points, a Land Raider Dragon if numbering 5 or less for +300 points,

a Land Raider if numbering 6 or less for +250 points, a Land raider Spartan if numbering 10 or less for

+265 points, a Spartan assault tank if numbering 15 or less for +300 points, a Land Raider Nightstorm if

numbering 6 or less for +260 points, a Dreadclaw if numbering 10 or less for +55 points, a Land Raider

Achilles if numbering 3 for +300 points, a Thunderhawk "Annihilator" Pattern Gunship if numbering 8 or

less for +1000 points, a Land Raider Eradicator if numbering 5 or less for +260 points, a Land Raider

Suppressor if numbering 6 or less for +240 points, a Land Raider Executioner if numbering 4 or less for

+260 points, a Land Raider Proteus if numbering 5 or less for +225 points, a Caestus Assault Ram if numbering

10 or less for +275 points, a Stormeagle assault gunship if numbering 10 or less for +225 points, a Stormeagle

Umbra Angelus pattern if numbering 10 or less for +190 points, a Storm Raptor assault gunship if numbering

10 or less for +190 points, a Drop Pod if numbering 6 or less for +35 points, a Deathrain drop pod if numbering

5 or less for +45 points, or an Intel Transport if numbering 20 or less for +700 points.



Wargear: Cataphractii terminator armor, twin linked bolter, power weapon, frag, krak, and rad grenades

Options: may include 22 more Cataphractii terminators for 46 points each. Any terminator may replace

the power weapon with a chain axe for free, a Neural Whip for +3 points, a lightning claw for +5 points,

power fist for +10 points, power claw for +11 points, chain fist for +15 points, relic blade for +20 points, power

maul for +25 points, a Criterion Hammer for +28 points, or a storm shield for +30 points. Ant terminator may

replace their twin linked bolter for a shard blaster for free, a combi-melta, flamer, shotgun or grenade launcher

for +5 points, a combi-plasma, foeblaster bolter, or lightning claw for +10 points, Volkite charger for +15 points,

a twin linked relic bolter for +17 points, or a thunderhammer for +20 points. 1 terminator if the squad number

5 models (2 if 10, 3 if 15, or 4 if 20) may replace their twin linked bolter for a heavy flamer for +5 points,

plasma blaster for +15 points, a Plasma Blaster Gun for +18 points, Repeating melta rifle, twin linked heavy

bolter, shard cannons, or Reaper autocannons for +20 points, rotor cannon for +25 points, assault cannons

for +30 points, multi-melta for +35 points, a Plasma Cannon for +40 points, twin linked lascannon for +50 points

and conversion beamers for +60 points, or may keep the twin linked bolter and add a cyclone missile launchers

for +30 or a havoc missile launcher for +20 points. The sergeant may have an Auspex for +2 points, Oath

of the Moment for +7 points, a back pack banner for +15 points and/or bionics for +18 points. The entire

squad may have a grenade harness for +15 points per model

Special rules

Deep strike, and they shall know no fear, combat tactics, bulky, 5+ feel no pain, Maximum Fire, Chain

Blades, slow and purposeful

Their Number is Legion: may be placed back on the table for no additional points once they reach 10 models



Mark IV Venerable Dreadnought Talon



140 points each



Front Side Rear WS BS S I A

12 12 11 5 5 6 4 2

Unit Composition: between 1 and 5 Dreadnoughts

Unit Type: walker

Dedicated transport: may take a drop pod for +35 points, a Deathrain drop pod for +45 points or a Lucius

pattern dreadnought drop pod for +65 points

Wargear: twin linked heavy flamer, dreadnought close combat weapon with built in twin linked bolter,

searchlight, smoke launchers

Options: may replace the twin linked heavy flamer for a twin linked heavy bolter, twin linked heavy stubber,

rotor cannon, or a frag cannon for free, twin linked autocannon or bolt cannon for +5 points, a plasma cannon

or heavy assault cannon for +10 points, a multimelta for +15 points, a twin linked lascannon for +20 points,

Shrieker cannon, Nova Cannon, Butcher Cannon, or a punisher cannon for +25 points, Melta Cannon,

Condensed Beam Projector, Storm Laser, or a Rotary Lascannon for +30 points, a twin linked conversion

beamer or a Heavy Conversion Beamer for +35 points, or a twin linked Volkite Culverin for +40 points. May

replace the dreadnought close combat weapon with a chain fist for +10 points. May replace the built in twin

linked bolter for a heavy flamer for +5 points, Plasma Blaster, meltagun, or a Grinder Rifle for +10 points, a

Graviton Gun for +15 points, or a twin linked volkite charger for +20 points. May replace the entire dreadnought

close combat weapon for a twin linked havoc launcher for free, a missile launcher for +5 points, or a twin l

inked autocannon for +10 points. May take extra armor for +5 points, auto launchers for +10 points, and/or

lasher tendrils for +15 points

Special rules

Venerable, Neural Fibre-bundles

Atomantic Shielding: have a 5+ invulnerable save from shooting attacks and a 6+ invulnerable save in

close combat



Venerable Dreadnought Talon 145 points each

Front Side Rear WS BS S I A

12 12 10 5 5 6 4 2

Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Venerable Dreadnoughts

Unit Type: walker

Dedicated transport: may take a drop pod for +35 points, a Deathrain drop pod for +45 points or a Lucius

pattern dreadnought drop pod for +65 points

Wargear: twin linked heavy flamer, dreadnought close combat weapon with built in twin linked bolter,

searchlight, smoke launchers

Options: may replace the twin linked heavy flamer for a twin linked heavy bolter, twin linked heavy stubber,



rotor cannon, or a frag cannon for free, twin linked autocannon, shard cannon, or bolt cannon for +5 points,

a plasma cannon or heavy assault cannon for +10 points, a multimelta for +15 points, a twin linked lascannon

for +20 points, Shrieker cannon, Nova Cannon, Butcher Cannon, or a punisher cannon for +25 points, Melta

Cannon, Condensed Beam Projector, Storm Laser or a Rotary Lascannon for +30 points, a twin linked

conversion beamer or a Heavy Conversion Beamer for +35 points, or a twin linked Volkite Culverin for

+40 points. May replace the dreadnought close combat weapon with a chain fist for +10 points. May replace

the built in twin linked bolter for a heavy flamer for +5 points, Plasma Blaster, meltagun, or a Grinder Rifle

for +10 points, a Graviton Gun for +15 points, or a twin linked volkite charger for +20 points. May replace the

entire dreadnought close combat weapon for a twin linked havoc launcher for free, a missile launcher for

+5 points, or a twin linked autocannon for +10 points. May take extra armor for +5 points, auto launchers

for +10 points, and/or lasher tendrils for +15 points

Special rules

Venerable



Mark IV Ironclad Dreadnought Talon 145 points each

Front Side Rear WS BS S I A

13 13 10 4 4 6 4 2

Unit Composition: between 1 and 7 Dreadnoughts

Unit Type: walker

Dedicated transport: may take a drop pod for +35 points, a Deathrain drop pod for +45 points or a Lucius

pattern dreadnought drop pod for +65 points

Wargear: Seismic Hammer with built in meltagun, dreadnought close combat weapon with built in twin

linked bolter, searchlight, smoke launchers

Options: may replace the dreadnought close combat weapon and twin linked bolter for hurricane bolters for

free. If hurricane bolters are chosen may take special issue ammunition for +20 points per dreadnought. May

replace the seismic hammer for a chain fist for free. May replace the twin linked bolter for a heavy flamer for

+5 points, Plasma Blaster, meltagun, or a Grinder Rifle for +10 points, a Graviton Gun for +15 points, or a

twin linked volkite charger for +20 points. May replace the meltagun for a heavy flamer for +5 points,

Plasma Blaster, or a Grinder Rifle for +10 points, a Graviton Gun for +15 points, or a twin linked volkite

charger for +20 points. May take two havoc missile launchers for +5 points each or two hunter killer missiles

for +10 points each. May take Extra armor for +10 points, auto launchers for +12 points, and/or lasher tendrils

for +15 points

Special rules

Neural Fibre-bundles

Atomantic Shielding: have a 5+ invulnerable save from shooting attacks and a 6+ invulnerable save in

close combat



Carolus class Dreadnought Talon 145 points each

Front Side Rear BS WS S I A

11

11 11 4

5 10 4 3

Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Carolus Dreadnought

Unit type: Walker

Dedicated transport: may take a drop pod for +35 points, a Deathrain drop pod for +45 points or a Lucius

pattern dreadnought drop pod for +65 points

Wargear: 2 Dreadnought close combat weapons each with twin linked bolters, jump jets

(moves like jump infantry)

Options: May take auto launchers for +10 points and/or extra armor and/or lasher tendrils for +15 points

Special rules

Scout, Ferromantic Invulnerability



Furibundus Class Dreadnought Talon 145 points each

Front Side Rear BS WS S I A

11

11 11 4

5 10 4 2

Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Furibundus Dreadnoughts

Unit type: Walker

Dedicated transport: may take a drop pod for +35 points, a Deathrain drop pod for +45 points or a Lucius



pattern dreadnought drop pod for +65 points

Wargear: dreadnought close combat weapon with built in twin linked bolter, Grim Lascannon, searchlight

Options: May take auto launchers for +10 points and/or extra armor and/or lasher tendrils for +15 points. May

replace the grim lascannon with a heavy plasma cannon for +10 points

Special rules

Scout, Ferromantic Invulnerability



Deredo class dreadnought Talon 145 points each

Front Side Rear BS WS S I A

11

11 11 4

5 10 4 2

Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Deredo Dreadnoughts

Unit type: Walker

Dedicated transport: may take a drop pod for +35 points, a Deathrain drop pod for +45 points or a Lucius

pattern dreadnought drop pod for +65 points

Wargear: dreadnought close combat weapon with built in twin linked bolter, spitfury missile launcher,

searchlight

Options: May take auto launchers for +10 points and/or extra armor and/or lasher tendrils for +15 points

Special rules

Scout, Ferromantic Invulnerability



Space Marine Heavy Support Specialists 150 points

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

4 5 4 4 2 4 2 9 3+

Unit Composition: 5 Heavy Support Specialists

Unit type: Infantry

Wargear: Bolt Pistol, Bolter, Power Armor, Frag Grenades, Melta Bombs

Options: May include 5 more HSS’s for 30 points each. Any HSS must take one of the following: Power

Weapon +5 points, Shock Sword for +20points, Immolator for +25points Stealth Armor for +30points, Jump

Pack for +15 points.

Special rules

They shall have no fear, combat tactics, Maximum Fire, Chain Blades

Their Number is Legion: may be placed back on the table for no additional points once they reach 10 models



High Veteran Squad



150 points



WS BS S T W I A LD SV

5 5 4 5 2 4 2 9 3+

Unit Composition: 5 High Veterans

Unit type: Infantry

Dedicated transport: may take a rhino for +35 points, a drop pod for +35 point, a predator mark 1 if numbering

8 or less models for +45 points, a predator mark 3 if numbering 6 or less models for +50 points, a predator

Deimos is numbering 5 models for +55 points, a rhino mark 1B if numbering 14 or less models for +38 points,

a Rhino Deimos if numbering 12 or less for +37 points, a predator battle tank is numbering 6 or less for

+60 points, a Deathrain drop pod is numbering 10 or less for +45 points, a Predator Infernus if numbering 7

or less for +90 points, a Honorius Rhino is numbering 8 or less for +50 points, a Predator Centurion if

numbering 8 or less for +45 points, a Butcher Predator if numbering 8 or less for +110 points, a Storm

Raptor assault gunship if numbering 20 or less for +190 points, a Stormeagle Umbra Angelus pattern if

numbering 20 or less for +190 points, a Stormeagle assault gunship if numbering 20 or less for +225 points,

a Caestus assault ram if numbering 10 or less for +275 points, a Cleaver Predator if numbering 5 for

+70 points, a Dreadclaw drop pod if numbering 10 or less for +55 points, a Testudo if numbering 15 or less

for +40 points, a Thunder if numbering 12 or less for +50 points, a Storm Hawk if numbering 12 or less for

+225 points, or a Thunderer Rhino if numbering 13 or less for +45 points

Wargear: Flawed Power Armor, Achilles Pattern Bolter, Chainsword, Frag and Krak Grenades

Options: May include 5 more High Veterans for 30 points each. Any model may replace their chainsword for

a chain axe for +10 points, a power weapon for +15 points, a Neural Whip for +17 points, a chain glaive for

+18 points, or a Criterion Hammer for +20 points. The whole squad may have an Auspex for +2 points per model,

Oath of the Moment for +14 points per model, and/or Bionics for +22 point per model



Special rules

Righteous fury, stubborn, aura of discipline, Desperadoes, Maximum Fire, Chain Blades

Their Number is Legion: may be placed back on the table for no additional points once they reach 10 models



Contemptor Talon



150 points each



Front Side Rear WS BS S I A

13 12 11 5 5 6 4 3

Unit Composition: between 1 and 20 Contemptor Dreadnoughts

Unit Type: walker

Dedicated transport: may take a drop pod for +35 points, a Deathrain drop pod for +45 points or a Lucius

pattern dreadnought drop pod for +65 points

Wargear: twin linked heavy flamer, dreadnought close combat weapon with built in twin linked bolter,

searchlight, smoke launchers

Options: may replace the twin linked heavy flamer for a twin linked heavy bolter, twin linked heavy stubber,

rotor cannon, or a frag cannon for free, twin linked autocannon, shard cannon, or bolt cannon for +5 points,

a plasma cannon, dreadnought close combat weapon with in built twin linked bolter, or Heavy assault cannon

for +10 points, a multimelta or chain fist with in built twin linked bolter for +15 points, a twin linked lascannon

for +20 points, Shrieker cannon, Nova Cannon, Butcher Cannon, or a punisher cannon for +25 points, Melta

Cannon, Condensed Beam Projector, Storm Laser, or a Rotary Lascannon for +30 points, a twin linked

conversion beamer or a Heavy Conversion Beamer for +35 points, or a twin linked Volkite Culverin for

+40 points. May replace the dreadnought close combat weapon with a chain fist for +10 points. May replace

the built in twin linked bolter for a heavy flamer for +5 points, Plasma Blaster, meltagun, or a Grinder Rifle

for +10 points, a Graviton Gun for +15 points, or a twin linked volkite charger for +20 points. May replace

the entire dreadnought close combat weapon for a twin linked havoc launcher for free, or a twin linked

autocannon for +10 points. May take extra armor for +5 points, auto launchers for +10 points, and/or lasher

tendrils for +15 points

Special rules

Galvanic Motors, Neural Fibre-bundles

Atomantic Shielding: have a 4+ invulnerable save from shooting attacks and a 5+ invulnerable save in

close combat



Venerable Contemptor Talon



155 points each



Front Side Rear WS BS S I A

13 12 12 6 5 6 5 4

Unit Composition: between 1 and 10 Venerable Contemptor Dreadnoughts

Unit Type: walker

Dedicated transport: may take a drop pod for +35 points, a Deathrain drop pod for +45 points or a Lucius

pattern dreadnought drop pod for +65 points

Wargear: twin linked heavy flamer, dreadnought close combat weapon with built in twin linked bolter,

searchlight, smoke launchers

Options: may replace the twin linked heavy flamer for a twin linked heavy bolter, twin linked heavy stubber,

rotor cannon, or a frag cannon for free, twin linked autocannon or bolt cannon for +5 points, a plasma cannon,

dreadnought close combat weapon with in built twin linked bolter, or assault cannon for +10 points,

a multimelta or chain fist with in built twin linked bolter for +15 points, a twin linked lascannon for

+20 points, Shrieker cannon, Nova Cannon, Butcher Cannon, or a punisher cannon for +25 points, Melta

Cannon, Condensed Beam Projector, Storm Laser, or a Rotary Lascannon for +30 points, a twin linked

conversion beamer or a Heavy Conversion for +35 points, or a twin linked Volkite Culverin for +40 points.

May replace the dreadnought close combat weapon with a chain fist for +10 points. May replace the built in

twin linked bolter for a heavy flamer for +5 points, Plasma Blaster, meltagun, or a Grinder Rifle for

+10 points, a Graviton Gun for +15 points, or a twin linked volkite charger for +20 points. May replace

the entire dreadnought close combat weapon for a twin linked havoc launcher for free, or a twin linked

autocannon for +10 points. May take extra armor for +5 points, auto launchers for +10 points, and/or

lasher tendrils for +15 points

Special rules

Venerable, Galvanic Motors, Neural Fibre-bundles

Atomantic Shielding: have a 4+ invulnerable save from shooting attacks and a 5+ invulnerable save in

close combat



Techmarine Dreadnought Talon 165 points each

Front Side Rear WS BS S I A

13

12

10 4

4 6 4 2

Unit composition: Between 1 and 3 Techmarine Dreadnoughts

Unit Type: Walker

Dedicated transport: may take a drop pod for +35 points, a Deathrain drop pod for +45 points or a Lucius

pattern dreadnought drop pod for +65 points

Wargear: Plasma Cannon, Dreadnought close combat weapon with built in twin linked bolter, searchlight,

smoke launcher, servo arm with built in twin linked bolter

Options: May take auto launchers for +10 points and/or extra armor and/or lasher tendrils for +15 points.

May replace either twin linked bolter for a heavy flamer for +5 points, meltagun for +10 points, plasma gun

for +15 points. May replace the plasma cannon for a bolt cannon for free, a Flamestorm cannon for +15 points,

an twin linked lascannon for +25 points, a twin linked conversion beamer for +45 points, or a heavy conversion

beamer for +55 points

Special Rules

Blessing of the Omnissiah(+1), Bolster Defenses



Mark IV Techmarine Dreadnought Talon 175 points each

Front Side Rear WS BS S I A

13

12

10 5

5 6 4 3

Unit composition: Between 1 and 3 Techmarine Dreadnoughts

Unit Type: Walker

Dedicated transport: may take a drop pod for +35 points, a Deathrain drop pod for +45 points or a Lucius

pattern dreadnought drop pod for +65 points

Wargear: Plasma Cannon, Dreadnought close combat weapon with built in twin linked bolter, searchlight,

smoke launcher, servo arm with built in twin linked bolter

Options: May take auto launchers for +10 points and/or extra armor and/or lasher tendrils for +15 points.

May replace either twin linked bolter for a heavy flamer for +5 points, meltagun for +10 points, plasma gun

for +15 points. May replace the plasma cannon for a bolt cannon for free, a Flamestorm cannon for +15 points,

an twin linked lascannon for +25 points, a rotary lascannon for +35 points, a twin linked conversion beamer

for +45 points, or a heavy conversion beamer for +55 points

Special Rules

Blessing of the Omnissiah(+1), Bolster Defenses, Neural Fibre-bundles

Atomantic Shielding: have a 5+ invulnerable save from shooting attacks and a 6+ invulnerable save in

close combat



Thunderer Dreadnought Talon 185 points each

Front Side Rear WS BS S I A

12 12 11 1 6 5 3 1

Unit composition: Between 1 and 5 Thunderer Dreadnoughts

Unit Type: Walker

Dedicated transport: may take a drop pod for +35 points, a Deathrain drop pod for +45 points or a Lucius

pattern dreadnought drop pod for +65 points

Wargear: right and left arm mounted thunderfire cannon, extra armor, searchlight, smoke launchers

Options: may take a carapace mounted thunderfire cannon for +45 points. May take auto launchers for

+15 points and/or lasher tendrils for +20 points.

Special Rules

Neural Fibre-bundles

Atomantic Shielding: have a 6+ invulnerable save from shooting attacks and a 6+ invulnerable save in

close combat



Serpents strike squad 200 points

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

4 4 4 4 1 4 2 9 3+

Unit composition: 5 Serpent marines

Unit type: infantry



Dedicated transport: may take a rhino for +35 points, a drop pod for +35 point, a predator mark 1 if numbering

8 or less models for +45 points, a predator mark 3 if numbering 6 or less models for +50 points, a predator

Deimos is numbering 5 models for +55 points, a rhino mark 1B if numbering 14 or less models for +38 points,

a Rhino Deimos if numbering 12 or less for +37 points, a predator battle tank is numbering 6 or less for

+60 points, a Deathrain drop pod is numbering 10 or less for +45 points, a Predator Infernus if numbering

7 or less for +90 points, a Honorius Rhino is numbering 8 or less for +50 points, a Predator Centurion if

numbering 8 or less for +45 points, a Butcher Predator if numbering 8 or less for +110 points, a Storm Raptor

assault gunship if numbering 20 or less for +190 points, a Stormeagle Umbra Angelus pattern if numbering

20 or less for +190 points, a Stormeagle assault gunship if numbering 20 or less for +225 points, a Caestus

assault ram if numbering 10 or less for +275 points, a Cleaver Predator if numbering 5 for +70 points,

a Dreadclaw drop pod if numbering 10 or less for +55 points, a Testudo if numbering 15 or less for

+40 points, a Thunder if numbering 12 or less for +50 points, a Storm Hawk if numbering 12 or less for

+225 points, or a Thunderer Rhino if numbering 13 or less for +45 points

Wargear: power armor, volkite serpenta, volkite charger, chainsword, frag and krak grenades

Options: two marines may exchange their volkite serpenta for a hand flamer or shard pistol for +5 points,

a plasma pistol for +10 points, or a heavy plasma pistol for +15 points. The entire squad may have jump packs

for +15 points per model. Any marine may exchange his chainsword for a power weapon for +10 points, a

Neural Whip for +11 points, or a chain glaive for +12 points,. The entire squad may have melta bombs for

+5 points per model, 3 Phosphex bombs for +20 points each, and/or shroud bombs for +10 points

Special rules

Fearless, furious charge, outflank, tank hunters



Contemptor Techmarine Dreadnought Talon 200 points each

Front Side Rear WS BS S I A

13

12

10 6

6 6 4 4

Unit composition: Between 1 and 3 Techmarine Dreadnoughts

Unit Type: Walker

Dedicated transport: may take a drop pod for +35 points, a Deathrain drop pod for +45 points or a Lucius

pattern dreadnought drop pod for +65 points

Wargear: Plasma Cannon, Dreadnought close combat weapon with built in twin linked bolter, searchlight,

smoke launcher, servo arm with built in twin linked bolter

Options: May take auto launchers for +10 points and/or extra armor and/or lasher tendrils for +15 points.

May replace either twin linked bolter for a heavy flamer for +5 points, meltagun for +10 points, plasma gun

for +15 points. May replace the plasma cannon for a bolt cannon for free, a Flamestorm cannon for +15 points,

an twin linked lascannon for +25 points, a twin linked conversion beamer for +45 points, or a heavy conversion

beamer for +55 points.

Special Rules

Blessing of the Omnissiah(+1), Bolster Defenses, Neural Fibre-bundles, Galvanic Motors

Atomantic Shielding: have a 4+ invulnerable save from shooting attacks and a 5+ invulnerable save in

close combat



Breacher siege squad



220 points



WS BS S T W I A LD SV

4 4 4 5 1 3 2 8 3+

Unit composition: 1 breacher siege sergeant and 9 breacher siege marines

Unit type: infantry

Wargear: power armor, siege shield, bolter, bolt pistol, frag and krak grenades

Options: may include up to 20 more breacher siege marines for 20 points each. Any breacher siege marine

may replace their power armor with mark 3 iron armor for +10 points or mark 5 heresy armor for +15 points.

Any breacher siege marine may replace their bolter with a frag carbine for +2 points, a siege bolter for +3 points

a bolt carbine for +5 points, or a twin linked bolter or shard blaster for +7 points. One in every 5 may exchange

their bolter for a flamer, an assault stubber, or lascutter for +2 points each, a meltagun for +5 points each, a

plasma gun for +6 points, a plasma carbine for +7 points, a heavy meltagun for +8 points, a plasma blaster

for +10 points each, a Plasma Blaster Gun for +12 points, a graviton gun for +15 points each, a heavy plasma

gun for +17 points each, or a volkite charger for +20 points each. The entire squad may have melta bombs

for +5 points per model, gas grenades for +7 points per model, and/or breacher charges for +10 points

per model. The sergeant may upgrade their power armor for artificer armor for +15 points. The sergeant



may upgrade their bolter for a siege bolter for +1 point, bolt carbine for +2 points, a twin linked bolter for

+5 points, a combibolter for +8 points a plasma gun for +12 points, or a relic bolter for +15 points. The sergeant

may have an Auspex for +2 points, Oath of the Moment for +7 points, a back pack banner for +10 points

and/or Bionics for +20 points.

Special rules

They shall have no fear, combat tactics, Chain Blades, Hardened armor

Their Number is Legion: may be placed back on the table for no additional points once they reach 10 models

Maximum Fire: Grants the relentless special rule once they reach 15 models



Mark 2 Dreadnought Talon 225 points each

Front Side Rear WS BS S I A

13 11 10

1 7 5 2 4

Unit composition: between 1 and 2 Mark 2 Dreadnoughts

Unit type: walker

Dedicated transport: may take a drop pod for +35 points, a Deathrain drop pod for +45 points or a Lucius

pattern dreadnought drop pod for +65 points

Wargear: searchlight, smoke launchers, Heavy assault cannon, heavy lascannon, extra armor

Options: may take both a heavy conversion beamer and missile launcher for +25 points

Special Rules

Helical Targeting Array



Cobra Terminator armor 250 points

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

4 4 4 4 1 4 2 8 2+

Unit composition: 5 Cobra Terminators

Unit type: infantry

Wargear: Cobra pattern terminator armor, twin linked bolter, power weapon, frag, krak, rad, and

vortex grenades

Options: may include 5 more Cobra Terminators for 50 points each. Any model may exchange their power

weapon for a chain axe for free, a Neural Whip for +5 points, a power fist for +10 points, a Criterion Hammer

for +12 points, a chain fist for +15 points, or a relic blade for +20 points

Special rules

Deep strike, and they shall know no fear, combat tactics, Chain Blades, small in stature (only counts as 1

for transport purposes and may ride in rhinos)

Their Number is Legion: may be placed back on the table for no additional points once they reach 10 models

Maximum Fire: Grants the relentless special rule



Dedicated Transports

Assault Drop pod



20 points



Front Side Rear

11 11

11

Unit composition: 1 assault drop pod

Unit Type: vehicle, immobile

Access points: all around assault ramps

Transport capacity: 5 assault marines without jump packs or 5 vanguard marines

Special rules

Drop pod assault, Inertial guidance system, Melta Breaching charges, assault vehicle



Land speeder storm 25 points

Front Side Rear BS

10 10 10 4

Unit composition: 1 land speeder storm

Unit type: Skimmer, opened topped, fast

Transport capacity: 5 scouts or reconnaissance marines

Wargear: heavy bolter, jamming beacon, cerberus launcher

Options: may replace the heavy bolter for a heavy flamer or rotor cannon for free, a multimelta or autocannon



for +5 points, or an assault cannon for +25 points. May have auto launchers for +5 points and/or Lasher

Tendrils for +10 points

Special rules

Scout, deep strike, Galvanic Motors



Drop Pod 35 points

Front Side Rear BS

12 11 11 4

Unit composition: 1 drop pod

Unit Type: vehicle, opened topped, immobile

Access points: 5 assault ramps

Transport capacity: 12 models in scout or power armor, 1 dreadnought, 1 rapier laser battery, 1 thunderfire

cannon, 1 viper cannon, 1 hurricane weapon battery, or 6 terminators

Wargear: twin linked bolter

Options: may replace the twin linked bolter with a deathwind missile launcher for +20 points. May take a

locator beacon for +10 points

Special rules

Drop pod assault, Inertial guidance system



Rhino 35 points

Front Side Rear BS

11

11 10 4

Unit composition: 1 rhino

Unit type: tank

Access points: two on each side and one on the rear

Transport capacity: 10 models

Wargear: twin linked bolter, searchlight, smoke launchers

Options: may upgrade to a Thunderer rhino and lose the repair special rule, become opened topped

and fast, -1 to side armor, +3 transport capacity, and the Limited Availability special rule for +10 points, may

upgrade to a Thunder and lose the repair special rule and the pintle mount twin linked bolter for +2 transport

capacity, 6 fire points, a turret mount twin linked bolter, +1 to front armor, extra armor, a siege shield, and a

pintle mount heavy flamer for +15 points. may take combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points,

combi-flamers for +5 points, twin linked bolter for +2 points, a havoc launcher or hunter killer missile for

+15 points, plasma gun for +15 points, heavy bolter for +15, multimelta for +20, and/or extra armor for

+10 points. May have auto launchers for +5 points and/or Lasher Tendrils for +10 points

Special rules

Repair, Galvanic Motors



Rhino Deimos 37 points

Front Side Rear BS

11

10 10 4

Unit composition: 1 Rhino Deimos

Unit type: tank, fast

Transport capacity: 12 models in power or scout armor, or 1 Primarch and 5 honor guards in power armor

Access points: 2 side doors, 1 rear assault ramp

Fire points: 4 models may fire from the top hatch

Wargear: twin linked bolter, searchlight

Options: may upgrade to a Rhino Mark 1B and gain +2 to transport capacity for +1 point, or a Honorius

Rhino and lose the pintle mount twin linked bolter, -4 transport capacity, and lose the ability to take

additional pintle mount weapons for a pintle mount foeblaster bolter, extra armor, and the Ceramite armor

special rule. may take combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points,

twin linked bolter for +2 points, a havoc launcher or hunter killer missile for +15 points, plasma gun for

+15 points, heavy bolter for +15, multimelta for +20, and/or extra armor for +10 points. May have auto

launchers for +5 points and/or Lasher Tendrils for +10 points

Special rules

Galvanic Motors



Testudo



40 points



[Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS]

Testudo] 13

11

10

4

Unit type: tank

Wargear: turret mounted Exterminator Autocannon, hull heavy bolter, searchlight, smoke launchers,

Rough Terrain modifations

Transport: 15 models in power or scout armor

Access points: 2 side hatches and a rear assault ramp

Options: linked bolter for +2 points, a multi-melta for +15 points, a combi plasma; melta; flamer;

grenade launcher for +10 points, a havoc launcher for +15 points, a hunter killer missile for +10 points,

plasma gun for +15 points, extra armor for +15 points. May have auto launchers for +5 points and/or

Lasher Tendrils for +10 points

Special rules

Galvanic Motors



Deathrain drop pod 45 points

Front Side Rear BS

13 12 12 5

Unit composition: 1 Deathrain drop pod

Unit Type: vehicle, immobile

Access points: 5 assault ramps

Transport capacity: 10 models in power or scout armor, 5 terminators, 1 dreadnought, 1 rapier laser

battery, 1 thunderfire cannon, 1 viper cannon, or 1 hurricane weapon battery

Wargear: twin linked bolter, havoc charges

Special rules

Drop pod assault, Inertial guidance system, Melta Breaching charges



Land Speeder Chariot 50 points

Front side rear BS

10 10 10 4

Unit Composition: 1 Land Speeder Chariot

Unit type: fast, opened topped skimmer

Transport capacity: 1 independent character

Wargear: hull mount heavy bolter

Options: may replace the heavy bolter for a heavy flamer for free or a multimelta for +10 points.

May have auto launchers for +5 points and/or Lasher Tendrils for +10 points

Special rules

Deep strike, Galvanic Motors



Dreadclaw



55 points



Front Side Rear BS

Dreadclaw

13

13 13

4

Unit Composition: 1 Dreadclaw drop pod

Vehicle Type: Open Topped

Transport capacity: 10 models in power, scout or terminator armor

Wargear: Extra Armor, twin linked missile launcher, frag assault launchers

Special Rules

Inertial Guidance System, Immobile, Drop Pod Assault



Termite 60 points

Front Side Rear BS

12 12 4

Unit Composition: 1 Termite

Wargear: Multi-melta, Hull mount drill, Smoke Launchers, searchlight, Blessings of the Omnissiah

Transport: 14 models, models in terminator armor count as two models

Special Rules



Subterranean assault: Counts as drop pod Assault

Drill attack: any models wishing to assault the termite take a strength 8 attack on a 4+ that ignores armor

saves and rolls 2D6 for armor saves



Lucius pattern dreadnought drop pod 65 points

Front Side Rear

13 13 13

Unit composition: 1 dreadnought drop pod

Unit Type: vehicle, immobile

Access points: all around

Transport capacity: 1 dreadnought

Wargear: none

Special rules

Assault vehicle, Drop pod assault, Inertial guidance system



Caestus Assault Ram 275 points

Front Side Rear BS

13

13

11

4

Squadron: 1 Caestus assault ram

Unit type: Skimmer, Fast

Access points: 2 front assault ramps

Transport: 10 models in power, artificer, or terminator armor

Wargear: 1 hull mounted Twin linked Magna-melta, 2 wing mounted Firefury missile batteries, extra armor

Options: may take a Teleport homer for +15 points and/or frag assault launcher for +10 points

Special rules

Assault vehicle, afterburners, deep strike, Caestus ram



Troops

Fire Wasp



12 points



WS BS S T W I A LD SV

2 2 3 4 2 2 1 10 3+

Unit Composition: 1 Fire Wasp

Unit type: Infantry (40mm Base)

Wargear: Flamer, Searchlight, Iron Halo, Close Combat Weapon, bionics

Options: May include 19 more Fire Wasps for +12 points each. Any Fire Wasp may replace their flamer

for a meltagun for +8 points, an assault stubber for +4 points, or a heavy stubber for free. Any Fire Wasp

may have an Auspex for +2 points

Special Rules

Fearless, Move Threw Cover

Their Number is Legion: may be placed back on the table for no additional points once they reach 10 models



Scout Squad 50 points

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

Sergeant 4

4 4 4 1 4 2 9 4+

Scout

3

3 3 3 1 3 1 9 4+

Unit composition: one scout sergeant and 4 scouts

Unit type: infantry

Dedicated transport: land speeder storm for +25 points

Wargear: bolter, bolt pistol, scout armor, frag and krak grenades

Options: may include 25 more scouts for 10 points each. Any model may replace their bolter with a shotgun,

bolt carbine, Orthrus Grenade Launcher, frag carbine, combat knife, or sniper rifle for free, or an executioner

shotgun for +7 points. The entire squad may have Gave Chutes for +5 points per model. One out of every

7 scouts may replace their bolter with a heavy stubber for free, a heavy bolter with hellfire shells, an assault

stubber, a shard blaster, or a heavy flamer for +5 points, a meltagun for +6 points, a Fight Sniper for +7 points,

a plasma gun for +8 points, a missile launcher for +10 points, or a plasma carbine for +12 points. The sergeant

may exchange their bolter for a double barreled shotgun or flame pistol or shard pistol for free, a twin linked



bolter or infernus pistol for +5 points, needle pistol for +7 points, a combibolter or plasma pistol for

+10 points, or a volkite serpenta for +15 points . The sergeant may exchange their bolt pistol for a chain

axe for +5 points, a power weapon for +10 points, a Neural Whip for +11 points, a chain glaive for +12

points, a power maul for +15 points, a power fist for +20 points or a storm shield for +25 points. The sergeant

may have an Auspex for +5 points, Oath of the Moment for +15 points, a back pack banner for +20 points

and/or bionics for +25 points. The squad may take shroud bombs for +5 points and/or blind grenades for +4 points.

Special rules

And they shall know no fear, combat tactics, combat squads, infiltrate, move through cover, scout,

Maximum Fire, Chain Blades

Their Number is Legion: may be placed back on the table for no additional points once they reach 10 models



Tactical squad 75 points

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

4 4 4 4 1 4 1 8 3+

Unit composition: 4 tactical marines and a sergeant

Unit type: infantry:

Dedicated transport: may take a rhino for +35 points, a drop pod for +35 point, a predator mark 1 if numbering

8 or less models for +45 points, a predator mark 3 if numbering 6 or less models for +50 points, a predator

Deimos is numbering 5 models for +55 points, a rhino mark 1B if numbering 14 or less models for +38 points,

a Rhino Deimos if numbering 12 or less for +37 points, a predator battle tank is numbering 6 or less for +60

points, a Deathrain drop pod is numbering 10 or less for +45 points, a Predator Infernus if numbering 7 or less

for +90 points, a Honorius Rhino is numbering 8 or less for +50 points, a Predator Centurion if numbering 8 or

less for +45 points, a Butcher Predator if numbering 8 or less for +110 points, a Storm Raptor assault gunship

if numbering 20 or less for +190 points, a Stormeagle Umbra Angelus pattern if numbering 20 or less for

+190 points, a Stormeagle assault gunship if numbering 20 or less for +225 points, a Caestus assault ram if

numbering 10 or less for +275 points, a Cleaver Predator if numbering 5 for +70 points, a Dreadclaw drop pod

if numbering 10 or less for +55 points, a Testudo if numbering 15 or less for +40 points, a Thunder if numbering

12 or less for +50 points, a Storm Hawk if numbering 12 or less for +225 points, or a Thunderer Rhino if

numbering 13 or less for +45 points

Wargear: bolter, bolt pistol, chainsword (sergeant only), frag and krak grenades, power armor

Options: may include 15 more tactical marines for 15 points each. Any tactical marine may exchange their

bolter for a bolt carbine for free or a shard blaster for +7 points. Any tactical marine may upgrade to mark 3

iron armor for +10 points or mark 5 heresy armor for +15 points. 1 in every 5 marines may exchange their

bolter for a flamer or frag carbine for free, an assault stubber for +3 points, a meltagun for +5 points, a heavy

meltagun for +7 points, a plasma gun or lascutter for +10 points, a plasma carbine for +15 points, a Plasma

Blaster Gun for +18 points, a heavy plasma gun for +20 points, a volkite charger for +25 points. 1 in every

10 marines may exchange their bolter for a rotor cannon, heavy bolter, heavy flamer, heavy stubber, or

multimelta for free, a missile launcher or an autocannon for +5 points, havoc launcher for +10 points, plasma

cannon or arc rifle for +15 points, a lascannon for +20 points, Graviton Gun for +25 points, a volkite culverin

for +30 points, an assault cannon, Long Melta Rifle, or grim lascannon for +35 points, or a conversion beamer

for +40 points. The sergeant may exchange his bolt pistol for a flame pistol or shard pistol for free, a plasma

pistol for +5 points, a heavy plasma pistol for +7 points, an infernus pistol or lighting claw for +10 points, a

needle pistol for +15 points, or a volkite serpenta or thunder hammer for +20 points. The sergeant may

exchange his chainsword for a chain axe for +5 points, a power weapon or lighting claw for +10 points, a

Neural Whip for +11 points, a chain glaive for +12 points, a power maul for +15 points, a power fist for

+20 points, or a storm shield for +25 points. The sergeant may exchange his power armor with artificer armor

for +20 points. The sergeant may have an Auspex for +5 points, a back pack banner for +10 points, Oath of

the Moment for +15 points, and/or bionics for +20 points.

Special rules

Combat tactics, and they shall know no fear, combat squads, Chain Blades

Their Number is Legion: may be placed back on the table for no additional points once they reach 10 models



Reconnaissance squad 125 points

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

4 4 4 4 1 4 1 8

3+

Unit composition: 5 reconnaissance marines

Unit type: infantry



Dedicated transport: may take a land speeder storm is numbering 5 models for +25 points, a rhino for

+35 points, a drop pod for +35 point, a predator mark 1 if numbering 8 or less models for +45 points, a

predator mark 3 if numbering 6 or less models for +50 points, a predator Deimos is numbering 5 models for

+55 points, a rhino mark 1B if numbering 14 or less models for +38 points, a Rhino Deimos if numbering 12

or less for +37 points, a predator battle tank is numbering 6 or less for +60 points, a Deathrain drop pod is

numbering 10 or less for +45 points, a Predator Infernus if numbering 7 or less for +90 points, a Honorius

Rhino is numbering 8 or less for +50 points, a Predator Centurion if numbering 8 or less for +45 points,

a Butcher Predator if numbering 8 or less for +110 points, a Storm Raptor assault gunship if numbering 20

or less for +190 points, a Stormeagle Umbra Angelus pattern if numbering 20 or less for +190 points, a

Stormeagle assault gunship if numbering 20 or less for +225 points, a Caestus assault ram if numbering 10

or less for +275 points, a Cleaver Predator if numbering 5 for +70 points, a Dreadclaw drop pod if numbering

10 or less for +55 points, a Testudo if numbering 15 or less for +40 points, a Thunder if numbering 12 or less

for +50 points, a Storm Hawk if numbering 12 or less for +225 points, or a Thunderer Rhino if numbering

13 or less for +45 points

Wargear: power armor, bolter, bolt pistol, frag and krak grenades

Options: may include 15 more reconnaissance marines for +15 points. Any marine may exchange their bolter

for a shotgun, bolt carbine, frag carbine, or chainsword for free, a Orthrus Grenade Launcher for +3 points,

an executioner shotgun for +4 points, a sniper rife for +5 points. The entire squad may have Grav Chutes

for +7 points per model. For every 10 marines in the squad 1 may exchange their bolter for a stalker bolter

or shard blaster for +7 points, a heavy bolter, autocannon, or heavy flamer for +10 points, A fight Sniper

for +12 points, or a missile launcher with only rad missiles for +15 points. The squad may take shroud

bombs for +5 points and/or blind grenades for +4 points.

Special rules

Scout, outflank, acute senses, Chain Blades

Their Number is Legion: may be placed back on the table for no additional points once they reach 10 models



Destroyer Squad



135 points



WS BS S T W I A LD SV

4 4 4 4 1 4 2 9 3+

Unit composition: 1 destroyer sergeant and 4 destroyer marines

Unit Type: infantry

Dedicated transport: may take a rhino for +35 points, a drop pod for +35 point, a predator mark 1 if numbering

8 or less models for +45 points, a predator mark 3 if numbering 6 or less models for +50 points, a predator

Deimos is numbering 5 models for +55 points, a rhino mark 1B if numbering 14 or less models for +38 points,

a Rhino Deimos if numbering 12 or less for +37 points, a predator battle tank is numbering 6 or less for

+60 points, a Deathrain drop pod is numbering 10 or less for +45 points, a Predator Infernus if numbering

7 or less for +90 points, a Honorius Rhino is numbering 8 or less for +50 points, a Predator Centurion if

numbering 8 or less for +45 points, a Butcher Predator if numbering 8 or less for +110 points, a Storm Raptor

assault gunship if numbering 20 or less for +190 points, a Stormeagle Umbra Angelus pattern if numbering

20 or less for +190 points, a Stormeagle assault gunship if numbering 20 or less for +225 points, a Caestus

assault ram if numbering 10 or less for +275 points, a Cleaver Predator if numbering 5 for +70 points, a

Dreadclaw drop pod if numbering 10 or less for +55 points, a Testudo if numbering 15 or less for +40 points,

a Thunder if numbering 12 or less for +50 points, a Storm Hawk if numbering 12 or less for +225 points,

or a Thunderer Rhino if numbering 13 or less for +45 points

Wargear: 2 bolt pistols each, chainsword, power armor, frag, krak, and rad grenades

Options: may include 15 more destroyer marines for 27 points per model. The entire squad may have melta

bombs for +2 points per model. The entire squad may have jump packs (but loses the ability to take a

dedicated transport) for +7 points per model. The entire squad may exchange their power armor

for mark 5 heresy armor for +10 points per model or mark 3 iron armor for +15 points per model. Any

model may exchange both their bolt pistols for 2 shard pistols for +4 points. One in every 3 may exchange

one of their bolt pistols for a frag carbine for +1 point, a flame pistol for +3 points, a needle pistol for

+5 points, an infernus pistol for +7 points, a plasma pistol or shard blaster for +10, a heavy plasma pistol

for +12 points, a missile launcher with Suspensor web and only rad missiles for +15 points, or a volkite

serpenta for +17 points. The sergeant may exchange their chainsword for a power weapon for +5 points,

a lightning claw for +7 points, a power axe for +10 points, a power fist for +15 points, a chain fist for +18 points,

or a thunder hammer for +20 points. The sergeant may exchange their power armor for artificer armor for

+10 points. The sergeant may have bionics for +5 points and/or a back pack banner for +10 points. The



sergeant may take 3 phosphex bombs for +6 points per bomb.

Special rules

And they shall know no fear, combat tactics, counter attack

Their Number is Legion: may be placed back on the table for no additional points once they reach 15 models



Fast Attack

Attack Bike squad



35 points each



WS BS S T W I A LD SV

4 4 4 5 2 4 2 8 3+

Unit Composition: between 1 and 5 attack bikes

Unit type: bike

Wargear: bolt pistol, chainsword, frag and krak grenades, bike with twin linked bolter and heavy bolter,

power armor

Options: Any bike may exchange their twin linked bolter for twin linked flamers for +15 points,

twin linked melta guns for +20 points, or twin linked plasma guns for +27 points. Any bike may exchange

their heavy bolter for a heavy flamer, heavy stubber, or rotor cannon for free, an autocannon for +5 points,

multimelta, shard cannon, or havoc missile launcher for +10 points, a conversion beamer for +75 points,

an assault cannon for +40 points, a lascannon for +50 points. The entire squad may have melta bombs

for +5 points each and/or gas grenades for +8 points each

Special rules

And they shall know no fear, combat tactics, Chain Blades

Their Number is Legion: may be placed back on the table for no additional points once they reach 5 models

Maximum Fire: Grants the relentless special rule once they reach 5 models



Command speeder 35 points each

Front Side Rear BS

11

10 9

4

Unit composition: between 1 and 3 command speeders

Unit type: skimmer, fast, opened topped

Wargear: hull mount volkite charger, hull mount heavy bolter, searchlight, smoke launchers

Options: may replace the volkite charger for volkite caliver for +25 points. May replace the heavy bolter

for a heavy flamer, inferno cannon, or graviton gun for free, a plasma cannon, multimelta, or

Flamestorm cannon for +20 points. May have auto launchers for +5 points and/or Lasher Tendrils

for +10 points

Special rules

Deep strike, Galvanic Motors



Land Speeder Squadron 45 points each

Front Side Rear BS

10 10

10 4

Unit composition: between 1 and 5 land speeders

Unit type: skimmer, fast

Wargear: heavy bolter, searchlight, smoke launchers

Options: may exchange the heavy bolter for a heavy flamer or rotor cannon for free, an autocannon

or shard cannon for +5 points, a multimelta or graviton gun for +10 points, or an assault cannon for

+15 points. May have auto launchers for +5 points and/or Lasher Tendrils for +10 points

Special rules

Deep strike, Galvanic Motors



Predator Light Battle Tank 45 points each

Front Side Rear BS

13 10

10 4

Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Predator Light Battle Tank

Unit Type: tank, fast

Transport capacity: 8 models in power armor

Wargear: turret mounted twin linked heavy bolter, searchlight, smoke launchers



Options: May replace the turret twin linked heavy bolter for a twin linked heavy flamer for free, may

upgrade to a Predator Butcher and replace the turret mount twin linked heavy bolters for a twin linked

Butcher cannon and extra armor for +55 points or may upgrade to a Predator Exterminator and replace the

turret mount twin linked heavy bolters for an exterminator autocannon (may take a Coaxial twin linked bolter

for +5 points or a heavy flamer for +10 points), extra armor, and -1 transport capacity for +65 points.

May have sponson heavy bolters or heavy flamers for +10 points, autocannons for +15 points, or lascannons

at +20 points but loses the transport capacity if it takes sponsons. May take combi-plasmas for +10,

combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, a havoc launcher or hunter killer missile for

+15 points, plasma gun for +15 points, twin linked bolter for +2 points. May have auto launchers for

+5 points and/or Lasher Tendrils for +10 points

Special rules

Galvanic Motors



Bullock Jetbike chariot squad 45 points each

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

4 4 4 5 2 4 2 8 3+

Unit Composition: between 1 and 5 bullock chariots

Unit type: jetbike

Wargear: bolt pistol, chainsword, frag and krak grenades, jetbike with twin linked bolter and heavy bolter,

power armor

Options: Any bike may exchange their twin linked bolter for twin linked flamers for +15 points, twin

linked meltaguns for +20 points, or twin linked plasma gun for +27 points. Any bike may exchange their

heavy bolter for a heavy flamer, heavy stubber, or rotor cannon for free, an autocannon or shard cannon

for +5 points, multimelta or havoc missile launcher for +10 points, a conversion beamer for +75 points,

an assault cannon for +40 points, a heavy assault cannon for +45 points, or a lascannon for +50 points.

The entire squad may have melta bombs for +5 points each and/or gas grenades for +8 points each

Special rules

Deep strike, And they shall know no fear, combat tactics, combat squads, Chain Blades

Their Number is Legion: may be placed back on the table for no additional points once they reach 5 models

Maximum Fire: Grants the relentless special rule once they reach 5 models



Land Speeder Mark 1 squadron 48 points each

Front Side Rear BS

10 10 11 4

Unit composition: between 1 and 5 land speeders

Unit type: skimmer, fast

Wargear: heavy bolter, searchlight, smoke launchers

Options: may exchange the heavy bolter for a heavy flamer or rotor cannon for free, an autocannon

for +5 points, a multimelta or graviton gun for +10 points, or an assault cannon for +15 points. May have

auto launchers for +5 points and/or Lasher Tendrils for +10 points

Special rules

Deep strike, Galvanic Motors



Land Speeder Tornado mark 1 squadron 50 points each

Front Side Rear BS

10 10

11 4

Unit composition: between 1 and 5 land speeders

Unit type: skimmer, fast

Wargear: heavy bolter, hull mount heavy bolter, searchlight, smoke launchers

Options: may exchange the heavy bolter for a heavy flamer or rotor cannon for free, an autocannon for

+5 points, a multimelta or graviton gun for +10 points, or an assault cannon for +15 points. May replace the

hull mount heavy bolter with a heavy flamer or rotor cannon free, a havoc launcher or graviton gun for

+5 points, a multimelta for +10 points, a twin linked autocannon for +15 points, a plasma cannon for

+20 points, an assault cannon for +30 points, a heavy assault cannon for +35 points, or a twin linked assault cannon

for +40 points. May have auto launchers for +5 points and/or Lasher Tendrils for +10 points

Special rules



Deep strike, Galvanic Motors



Land Speeder Tornado squadron 55 points each

Front Side Rear BS

11

11

10 4

Unit composition: between 1 and 5 land speeders

Unit type: skimmer, fast

Wargear: heavy bolter, hull mount heavy bolter, searchlight, smoke launchers

Options: may exchange the heavy bolter for a heavy flamer or rotor cannon for free, an autocannon or

shard cannon for +5 points, a multimelta or graviton gun for +10 points, or an assault cannon for +15 points.

May replace the hull mount heavy bolter with a heavy flamer or rotor cannon free, a havoc launcher,

twin linked shard cannon, or graviton gun for +5 points, a multimelta for +10 points, a twin linked

autocannon for +15 points, a plasma cannon for +20 points, an assault cannon for +30 points, a heavy

assault cannon for +35 points, or a twin linked assault cannon for +40 points. May have auto launchers

for +5 points and/or Lasher Tendrils for +10 points

Special rules

Deep strike, Galvanic Motors



Land Speeder Tornado mark 2 squadron 57 points each

Front Side Rear BS

12 12

12 4

Unit composition: between 1 and 5 land speeders

Unit type: skimmer, fast

Wargear: heavy bolter, hull mount heavy bolter, searchlight, smoke launchers

Options: may exchange the heavy bolter for a heavy flamer or rotor cannon for free, an autocannon for

+5 points, a multimelta or graviton gun for +10 points, or an assault cannon for +15 points. May replace the

hull mount heavy bolter with a heavy flamer or rotor cannon free, a havoc launcher or graviton gun for

+5 points, a multimelta for +10 points, a twin linked autocannon for +15 points, a plasma cannon for

+20 points, an assault cannon for +30 points, a heavy assault cannon for +35 points, or a twin linked assault

cannon for +40 points. May have auto launchers for +5 points and/or Lasher Tendrils for +10 points

Special rules

Deep strike, Galvanic Motors



Scout Bike Squad



60 points



WS BS S T W I A LD SV

4 4 4 5 1 4 2 8 4+

Unit Composition: 1 bike sergeant and 2 bikes

Unit type: bike

Wargear: bolt pistol, chainsword, frag and krak grenades, bike with twin linked bolter, scout armor

Options: may include 17 additional bikes for 25 points each. Any bike may exchange their twin linked bolter

for twin linked flamers for +15 points, twin linked meltaguns for +20 points, or twin linked plasma gun

for +27 points. The sergeant may exchange their scout armor for power armor for +20 points. The sergeant

may exchange their bolt pistol for a flame pistol or a shard pistol for free, an infernus pistol for +5 points,

a needle pistol or lightning claw for +7 points, a plasma pistol for +10 points, a heavy plasma pistol for

+11 points, a twin linked bolter for +12 points, or a combibolter for +15 points. The sergeant may exchange

their chainsword for a chain axe for +5 points, a relic chainsword for +6 points, a power weapon or lightning

claw for +8 points, a Neural Whip for +10 points, a power maul for +12 points, a power fist for +17 points,

a chain fist for +21 points, or a storm shield for +25 points. The sergeant may have a back pack banner for

+15 points. Two bikers in every 4 may exchange their bolt pistol for a flamer, shard blaster, or bolt carbine

for free, Orthrus Grenade Launcher for +1 point, twin linked bolter for +2 points, a meltagun for +5 points,

a heavy meltagun for +7 points, a plasma gun for +8 points, or a heavy plasma gun for +12 points. The

entire squad may have melta bombs for +5 points each, Blind Grenades for +3 points each, and/or gas grenades

for +8 points each. The sergeant may purchase an Auspex for +7 points, Oath of the Moment for +15 points,

and/or bionics for +25 points.

Special rules

And they shall know no fear, combat tactics, combat squads, scout, infiltrate, Chain Blades



Their Number is Legion: may be placed back on the table for no additional points once they reach 10 models



Land Speeder Typhoon 60 points each

Front Side Rear BS

10 10

10 4

Unit composition: between 1 and 5 land speeders

Unit type: skimmer, fast

Wargear: heavy bolter, 2 havoc launchers, searchlight, smoke launchers

Options: may exchange the heavy bolter for a heavy flamer or rotor cannon for free, an autocannon

or a shard cannon for +5 points, a multimelta or graviton gun for +10 points, or an assault cannon for

+15 points. May exchange the 2 havoc launchers for 2 hunter killer missiles for free, a cyclone missile launcher

for +5 points or a typhoon missile launcher for +10 points. May have auto launchers for +5 points and/or

Lasher Tendrils for +10 points

Special rules

Deep strike, Galvanic Motors



Raptor squad 72 points 0-1

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

5 0 4 4 2 5 4 7 3+

Unit composition: 3 raptors

Unit type: jump infantry

Wargear: 2 chainswords, frag, krak, Blind, and rad grenades, melta bombs, power armor, forge fire plate,

jump pack

Options: may include 12 more raptors for 24 points each. Any model may exchange both their chainswords

for 2 chain axes for +5 points, 2 relic chainswords for +10 points, 2 power weapons for +15 points, 2 power

fists for +20 points, 2 thunder hammers for +35 points, 2 relic blades or 2 lightning claws for +25 points, or

two chain fists for +30 points

Special rules

Deep strike, scout, heroic intervention

Their Number is Legion: may be placed back on the table for no additional points once they reach 10 models

Maximum Fire: Grants the relentless special rule once they reach 10 models



Bike Squad



75 points



WS BS S T W I A LD SV

4 4 4 5 1 4 2 8 3+

Unit Composition: 1 bike sergeant and 2 bikes

Unit type: bike

Wargear: bolt pistol, chainsword, frag and krak grenades, bike with twin linked bolter, power armor

Options: may include 7 additional bikes for 25 points each. Any bike may exchange their twin linked bolter

for twin linked flamers for +15 points, twin linked melta guns for +20 points, or twin linked plasma gun

for 27 points. The sergeant may exchange their power armor for artificer armor for +20 points. The

sergeant may exchange their bolt pistol for a flame pistol or shard pistol for free, an infernus pistol for

+5 points, a needle pistol or lightning claw for +7 points, a plasma pistol for +10 points, a heavy plasma

pistol for +11 points, a twin linked bolter for +12 points, or a combibolter for +15 points. The sergeant

may exchange their chainsword for a chain axe for +5 points, a relic chainsword for +6 points, a power

weapon or lightning claw for +8 points, a Neural Whip for +10 points, a power maul for +12 points, a power

fist for +17 points, a chain fist for +21 points, or a storm shield for +25 points. The sergeant may have a back

pack banner for +10 points. Two bikers in every 4 may exchange their bolt pistol for a flamer, frag carbine,

or siege bolter for free, a bolt carbine for +1 point, twin linked bolter or shard blaster for +2 points,

a meltagun for +5 points, a heavy meltagun for +7 points, a plasma gun for +8 points, or a heavy

plasma gun for +12 points. The entire squad may have melta bombs for +5 points each and/or gas grenades

for +8 points each. The sergeant may purchase an Auspex for +5 points, Oath of the Moment for +10 points,

and/or bionics for +18 points.

Special rules

And they shall know no fear, combat tactics, combat squads, Chain Blades

Their Number is Legion: may be placed back on the table for no additional points once they reach 10 models



Assault Squad 80 points

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

4 4 4 4 1 4 2 8 3+

Unit composition: one assault marine sergeant and 4 assault marines

Unit type: infantry

Dedicated transport: may take a rhino for +35 points, a drop pod for +35 point, a predator mark 1 if numbering

8 or less models for +45 points, a predator mark 3 if numbering 6 or less models for +50 points, a predator

Deimos is numbering 5 models for +55 points, a rhino mark 1B if numbering 14 or less models for +38 points,

a Rhino Deimos if numbering 12 or less for +37 points, a predator battle tank is numbering 6 or less for

+60 points, a Deathrain drop pod is numbering 10 or less for +45 points, a Predator Infernus if numbering

7 or less for +90 points, a Honorius Rhino is numbering 8 or less for +50 points, a Predator Centurion if

numbering 8 or less for +45 points, a Butcher Predator if numbering 8 or less for +110 points, a Storm Raptor

assault gunship if numbering 20 or less for +190 points, a Stormeagle Umbra Angelus pattern if numbering

20 or less for +190 points, a Stormeagle assault gunship if numbering 20 or less for +225 points, a Caestus

assault ram if numbering 10 or less for +275 points, a Cleaver Predator if numbering 5 for +70 points,

a Dreadclaw drop pod if numbering 10 or less for +55 points, a Testudo if numbering 15 or less for

+40 points, a Thunder if numbering 12 or less for +50 points, a Storm Hawk if numbering 12 or less for

+225 points, an assault drop pod if numbering only 5 for +20 points, an assault drop pod is numbering 5 for

+20 points, or a Thunderer Rhino if numbering 13 or less for +45 points, an assault drop pod if numbering

only 5 models and without jump packs

Wargear: bolt pistol, chainsword, Power Armor, frag and krak grenades

Options: may include 15 more assault marines for 16 points each. The entire squad may have Grav

Chutes for +2 points each, jump packs for +5 points each but may not ride in a transport other then a flier

or super heavy, or Phase Reality Generators for +15 points per model. Any assault marine may exchange

their bolt pistol for a shard pistol for +5 points each a shredder bolter for +8 points each. Any assault marine

may replace their power armor with Mark 3 Iron armor for +10 points per model or Mark 5 Heresy Armor

for +15 points per model. 1 out of every 5 assault marines may exchange their bolt pistol and/or chainsword

for a flame pistol for +3 points, a frag carbine for +4 points, a flamer or chain axe for +5 points, a relic

chainsword, shard blaster, or an assault stubber for +6 points, an infernus pistol for +7 points, a meltagun

for +10 points, a heavy meltagun for +11 points, a plasma pistol, chain glaive, or Vengeance Assault

Launcher for +12 points, a needle pistol for +15 points, a heavy plasma pistol for +16 points, a plasma

gun for +17 points, a plasma carbine for +18 points, a heavy plasma gun for +19 points, a volkite

serpenta for +20 points, or a volkite charger for +25 points. The sergeant may exchange his bolt pistol for

a flame pistol for +5 points, an infernus pistol or lightning claw for +10 points, a needle pistol for +12 points,

a plasma pistol for +15 points, a heavy plasma pistol for +17 points, a volkite serpenta for +20 points, or

a thunder hammer for +25 points. The sergeant may exchange his chainsword for a chain axe for +5 points,

a relic chainsword for +6 points, a power weapon for +8 points, a lightning claw for +10 points, a Neural

Whip for +11 points, a chain glaive for +12 points, a power maul or power fist for +15 points, a chain fist

for +20 points, or a storm shield for +25 points. The sergeant may exchange his power armor for artificer

armor for +15 points. The sergeant may have an Auspex for +5 points, Oath of the Moment for +10 points,

a back pack banner for +15 points and/or bionics for +22 points. The entire squad may have rad grenades

for +15 points per model and/or Blind Grenades at +4 points per model.

Special rules

And they shall know no fear, combat tactics, combat squads, deep strike (jump packs only), Chain Blades

Their Number is Legion: may be placed back on the table for no additional points once they reach 10 models

Maximum Fire: Grants the relentless special rule once they reach 10 models



Stormcrow fighter



85 points each



Front Side Rear BS

11

11 10 4

Unit composition: between 1 and 20 Stormcrow fighters

Unit type: flier

Wargear: 2 twin linked autocannons

Options: may take 4 Kraken Penetrator Missiles for +20 per missile

Special rules

Deep strike, supersonic, agile, power of the machine spirit



Bullock Jetbike squad 90 points

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

4 4 4 5 1 4 2 8 3+

Unit Composition: 1 jetbike sergeant and 2 jetbikes

Unit type: jetbike

Wargear: bolt pistol, chainsword, frag and krak grenades, jetbike with twin linked bolter, power armor

Options: may include 7 additional jetbikes for 25 points each. Any bike may exchange their twin linked bolter

for twin linked flamers for +15 points, twin linked meltaguns for +20 points, or twin linked plasma gun

for +27 points. The sergeant may exchange their power armor for artificer armor for +20 points.

The sergeant may exchange their bolt pistol for a flame pistol or shard pistol for free, an infernus pistol for

+5 points, a needle pistol or lightning claw for +7 points, a plasma pistol for +10 points, a heavy plasma pistol

for +11 points, a twin linked bolter for +12 points, or a combibolter for +15 points. The sergeant may

exchange their chainsword for a chain axe for +5 points, a relic chainsword for +6 points, a power weapon

or lightning claw for +8 points, a Neural Whip for +10 points, a power maul for +12 points, a power lance

for +15 points, a power fist for +17 points, a chain fist for +21 points, or a storm shield for +25 points.

The sergeant may have a back pack banner for +7 points. Two bikers in every 4 may exchange their bolt

pistol for a flamer, frag carbine, or bolt carbine for free, twin linked bolter or shard blaster for +2 points,

a meltagun for +5 points, a heavy meltagun for +7 points, a plasma gun for +8 points, a heavy plasma

gun for +12 points, or a power lance for +15 points. The entire squad may have melta bombs for +5 points

each and/or gas grenades for +8 points each. The sergeant may purchase an Auspex for +5 points, Oath

of the Moment for +13 points, and/or bionics for +18 points.

Special rules

Deep strike, And they shall know no fear, combat tactics, combat squads, Chain Blades

Their Number is Legion: may be placed back on the table if killed for no additional points once they

reach 10 models



Whirlwind Hyperios 95 points each

Front Side Rear BS

11

11 10 4

Unit composition: between 1 and 5 Whirlwind Hyperios

Unit Type: tank

Wargear: Twin linked Hyperios missile launcher, searchlight, smoke launchers

Options: may take combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points,

twin linked bolter for +2 points, a havoc launcher or hunter killer missile for +15 points, plasma gun

for +15 points, heavy bolter for +15, multimelta for +20, and/or extra armor for +10 points. May have

auto launchers for +5 points and/or Lasher Tendrils for +10 points

Special rules

Galvanic Motors



Land Speeder Tempest 100 points each 0-1

Front Side Rear BS

11

10 10

4

Unit composition: 1 land speeder tempest

Unit type: skimmer, fast

Wargear: one nose mount Heavy assault cannon, one fuselage twin linked missile launcher, extra armor

Special rules

Deep strike, Afterburner, Galvanic Motors



Grav Attack tank



100 points each



[Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS]

Grav] 12

12

10

4

Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Grav Attack Tank

Unit Type: Fast, Tank, skimmer

Wargear: Turret mounted lascannon, hull mounted havoc missile launcher, searchlight, smoke launchers,

extra armor.

Options: May replace the turret mounted lascannon for a conversion beamer for +40 points.



linked bolter for +2 points, a multi-melta for +15 points, a combi plasma; melta; flamer; grenade

launcher for +10 points, a havoc launcher for +15 points, a hunter killer missile for +10 points,

plasma gun for +15 points. May have auto launchers for +5 points and/or Lasher Tendrils for +10 points

Special rules

Deep strike, Galvanic Motors



Grav attack storm



100 points each



[Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS]

Storm] 12

12

10

4

Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Grav Attack Storms

Unit Type: Fast, Tank, skimmer

Wargear: Turret mounted autocannon, searchlight, smoke launcher, jamming beacon, Orbital linkup

Options: linked bolter for +2 points, a multi-melta for +15 points, a combi plasma; melta; flamer; grenade

launcher for +10 points, a havoc launcher for +15 points, a hunter killer missile for +10 points, plasma

gun for +15 points, extra armor for +15 points. May have auto launchers for +5 points and/or Lasher

Tendrils for +10 points

Special rules

Deep strike, Galvanic Motors



Dreadspeeder 110 points each

Front Side Rear WS BS S I A

12 11 10

4 4 10 4 4

Unit Composition: between 1 and 5 Dreadspeeders

Unit type: skimmer, fast

Wargear: 2 dreadnought close combat weapons with built in twin linked bolters, lasher tendrils,

extra armor, searchlight, smoke launchers

Options: may replace either twin linked bolter with heavy flamers for free, meltaguns for +5 points,

plasma blaster for +10 points, a Grinder Rifle for +12 points, a Graviton Gun for +15 points, or a twin

linked volkite charger for +20 points. May take up to 3 hunter killer missiles for +10 points each.

Options

Deep strike, Galvanic Motors



Vanguard veteran squad 115 points

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

4 4 4 4 1 4 2 9 3+

Unit Composition: 1 Vanguard sergeant and 4 vanguard marines

Unit type: infantry

Dedicated transport: may take a rhino for +35 points, a drop pod for +35 point, a predator mark 1 if

numbering 8 or less models for +45 points, a predator mark 3 if numbering 6 or less models for +50 points,

a predator Deimos is numbering 5 models for +55 points, a rhino mark 1B if numbering 14 or less models

for +38 points, a Rhino Deimos if numbering 12 or less for +37 points, a predator battle tank is numbering

6 or less for +60 points, a Deathrain drop pod is numbering 10 or less for +45 points, a Predator Infernus if

numbering 7 or less for +90 points, a Honorius Rhino is numbering 8 or less for +50 points, a Predator

Centurion if numbering 8 or less for +45 points, a Butcher Predator if numbering 8 or less for +110 points,

a Storm Raptor assault gunship if numbering 20 or less for +190 points, a Stormeagle Umbra Angelus

pattern if numbering 20 or less for +190 points, a Stormeagle assault gunship if numbering 20 or less for

+225 points, a Caestus assault ram if numbering 10 or less for +275 points, a Cleaver Predator if numbering

5 for +70 points, a Dreadclaw drop pod if numbering 10 or less for +55 points, a Testudo if numbering

15 or less for +40 points, a Thunder if numbering 12 or less for +50 points, a Storm Hawk if numbering

12 or less for +225 points, an assault drop pod if numbering only 5 for +20 points, an assault drop pod

is numbering 5 for +20 points, or a Thunderer Rhino if numbering 13 or less for +45 points

Wargear: bolt pistol, chainsword, power armor, frag and krak grenades, power weapon (sergeant only)

Options: may include 5 more vanguard veterans for 23 points each. The entire squad may have

Grave Chutes for +5 points each, jump packs for +10 points each, or Phase Reality Generators for

+20 points each. Any vanguard may replace their bolt pistol for a shredder bolter for +8 points each.

Any Vanguard marine may upgrade to mark 3 iron armor for +10 points or mark 5 heresy armor for



+15 points Any Vanguard may exchange their bolt pistol for a flame pistol or shard pistol for +3 points

each, a frag carbine for +4 points, a flamer or shard blaster for +5 points each, an assault stubber for

+6 points, an infernus pistol for +7 points each, a lightning claw or meltagun for +10 points each, a heavy

meltagun for +11 points, a plasma pistol or Vengeance Assault Launcher for +12 points each, a needle pistol

or plasma gun for +15 points each, a plasma carbine for +16 points each, a heavy plasma pistol for

+17 points each, a volkite serpenta for +20 points each, or a thunder hammer or heavy plasma gun for

+25 points each. Any vanguard may exchange their chainsword for a chain axe for +5 points each, a relic

chainsword for +6 points each, a power weapon for +7 points each, a lightning claw or Neural Whip for

+10 points each, a chain glaive for +11 points, a power fist for +12 points each, a chain fist for +20 points

each, or a storm shield for +25 points each. The sergeant may exchange his bolt pistol for a flame pistol

for +5 points, an infernus pistol or lightning claw for +10 points, a needle pistol for +12 points, a plasma

pistol for +15 points, a heavy plasma pistol for +17 points, a volkite serpenta for +20 points, or a thunder

hammer for +25 points. The sergeant may exchange his power weapon for a chain axe or relic chainsword

for free, a lightning claw for +5 points, a Neural Whip for +7 points, a chain glaive for +8 points, a relic

blade for +10 points, or a storm shield for +15 points. The sergeant may exchange his power armor for artificer

armor for +15 points. The sergeant may have a back pack banner for free, an Auspex for +8 points, Oath

of the Moment for +10 points, and/or bionics for +12 points. The entire squad may have rad grenades

for +15 points per model and/or Blind Grenades for +4 points per model

Special rules

And they shall know no fear, combat tactics, deep strike (jump packs only), combat squads, heroic

intervention, special issue ammunition, Chain Blades

Their Number is Legion: may be placed back on the table for no additional points once they reach 10 models

Maximum Fire: Grants the relentless special rule once they reach 10 models



Harpy Interceptor



120 points each



Front Side Rear BS

11 11

10 4

Unit Composition: between 1 and 5 Harpy Interceptors

Unit type: flyer

Wargear: Twin linked heavy bolter, twin linked missile pods

Options: may take four hunter killer missiles for +10 points each or 4 Kraken Penetrator Missiles for

+20 per missile . May replace the twin linked heavy bolters for twin linked lascannons for +25 points. May

replace the twin linked missile launcher for a twin linked autocannon for free

Special rules

Deep strike, Ceramite armor, hover mode



Tactical Support Squad 130 points

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

4 4 4 4 1 4 1 8 3+

Unit Composition: One Tactical support sergeant and 4 tactical support marines

Unit Type: infantry

Dedicated transport: may take a rhino for +35 points, a drop pod for +35 point, a predator mark 1

if numbering 8 or less models for +45 points, a predator mark 3 if numbering 6 or less models for

+50 points, a predator Deimos is numbering 5 models for +55 points, a rhino mark 1B if numbering 14

or less models for +38 points, a Rhino Deimos if numbering 12 or less for +37 points, a predator battle

tank is numbering 6 or less for +60 points, a Deathrain drop pod is numbering 10 or less for +45 points,

a Predator Infernus if numbering 7 or less for +90 points, a Honorius Rhino is numbering 8 or less for

+50 points, a Predator Centurion if numbering 8 or less for +45 points, a Butcher Predator if numbering 8

or less for +110 points, a Storm Raptor assault gunship if numbering 20 or less for +190 points, a Stormeagle

Umbra Angelus pattern if numbering 20 or less for +190 points, a Stormeagle assault gunship if numbering

20 or less for +225 points, a Caestus assault ram if numbering 10 or less for +275 points, a Cleaver

Predator if numbering 5 for +70 points, a Dreadclaw drop pod if numbering 10 or less for +55 points,

a Testudo if numbering 15 or less for +40 points, a Thunder if numbering 12 or less for +50 points,

a Storm Hawk if numbering 12 or less for +225 points, an assault drop pod if numbering only 5 for +20 points,

an assault drop pod is numbering 5 for +20 points, or a Thunderer Rhino if numbering 13 or less for +45 points

Wargear: bolt pistol, chainsword (sergeant only), flamer, power armor, frag and krak grenades

Options: may include 5 more Tactical support marines for 26 points each. Any marine may upgrade to



mark 5 heresy armor for +10 points The whole squad may exchange their flamers for frag

carbines for +2 points, Orthrus Grenade Launchers or shard blasters for +3 points, rotor cannons for

+5 points per model, assault stubbers for +6 points per model, heavy flamers for +7 points per model,

meltagun for +10 points per model, a heavy meltagun for +11 points per model, plasma gun for

+12 points per model, a plasma carbine or plasma blaster for +13 points, a Plasma Blaster Gun for

+14 points, heavy plasma gun for +15 points per model, Long Melta Rifle for +18 points, or volkite

caliver for +20 points per model. The sergeant may exchange their power armor for artificer armor for

+20 points. The sergeant may have an Auspex for +7 points, a back pack banner for +10 points, Oath

of the Moment for +15 points, and/or bionics for +17 points.

Special rules

And they shall know no fear, combat tactics, combat squads

Their Number is Legion: may be placed back on the table for no additional points once they reach 10 models



Stormtalon



130 points each



Front Side Rear BS

11

11 11 4

Unit Composition: between 1 and 5 Stormtalon gunships

Unit type: flier

Wargear: Twin linked heavy bolter, twin linked assault cannon

Options: may replace the twin linked heavy bolter for a twin linked lascannon for +20 points,

a typhoon missile launcher for +25 points or a Skyhammer missile for +25 points. may take four hunter

killer missiles for +10 points each or 4 Kraken Penetrator Missiles for +20 per missile

Special rules

Ceramite armor, Supersonic, hover mode



Lotus interceptor 135 points each

Front Side Rear BS

11

11 10 4

Unit composition: between 1 and 20 Lotus interceptors

Unit type: flier

Wargear: hull mount twin linked lascannon, hull mount havoc missile launcher, 8 tactical bombs

Options: may replace the havoc missile launcher with a twin linked autocannon for free. May replace

the tactical bombs with Heavy bombs for +15 points each. may take four hunter killer missiles for

+10 points each or 4 Kraken Penetrator Missiles for +20 per missile

Special rules

Deep strike, supersonic, strafing run, power of the machine spirit, hover mode



Torvalon strike tank 135 points each

Front Side Rear BS

12 12

9

4

Unit Composition: between 1 and 8 Torvalon strike tanks

Unit type: tank, fast

Wargear: rotary autocannon, sponson rotor cannons, 2 rear mounted quad heavy bolters

Options: may take combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points,

a havoc launcher or hunter killer missile for +15 points, plasma gun for +15 points, twin linked bolter

for +2 points, heavy bolter for +15, multimelta for +20, and/or extra armor for +10 points. May have

auto launchers for +5 points and/or Lasher Tendrils for +10 points

Special rules

Scout, stealth, infiltrate, Galvanic Motors



Scimitar Jetbike squadron 145 points

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

4 4 4 5 2 4 2 9 2+

Unit composition: 2 Scimitar jetbikes and 1 Scimitar jetbike sergeant

Unit type: jetbikes

Wargear: space marine Scimitar jetbike with heavy bolter, Artificer Armor, frag and krak grenades,



bolt pistol, chainsword

Options: any sky hunter jetbike may replace the heavy bolter for a heavy flamer for free, a multimelta,

havoc missile launcher, autocannon, shard cannon, or graviton gun for +5 points, twin linked autocannon

for +10 points, a plasma cannon for +15 points, or a Volkite Culvarin for + 25 points.

The entire squad may have melta bombs for +5 points each or rad grenades

for +15 points each. The sergeant may exchange his bolt pistol for a hand flamer or shard pistol for +5 points,

a needle pistol for +7 points, a plasma pistol for +10 points, a heavy plasma pistol for +12 points or an infernus

pistol for +15 points. The sergeant may exchange his chainsword for a power weapon for +10 points, a

Neural Whip for +11 points, a power lance for +12 points, a chain axe for +15 points, a relic chainsword

for +17 points, or a power fist or lighting claw for +20 points. The sergeant may have an Auspex for +2 points,

a back pack banner for +4 points, Oath of the Moment for +6 points, and/or bionics for +8 points.

May include 7 more scimitar jetbikes for 49 points each

Special rules

Deep strike, and they shall know no fear, combat tactics, combat squads

Maximum Fire: Grants the relentless special rule once they reach 5 models

Their Number is Legion: may be placed back on the table for no additional points once they reach 5 models



Hurricane Air Superiority Fighter 145 points each

Front Side Rear BS

11

11 10 4

Unit composition: between 1 and 10 Hurricane Air Superiority Fighters

Unit Type: flier

Wargear: long barreled heavy assault cannon, 2 flakk missiles

Options: may replace the long barreled heavy assault cannon with twin linked lascannons for free.

May add 2 additional flakk missiles for +10 points each. May replace the flakk missiles with hellion

incendiary missiles for +5 points per missile or sidewinder missiles for free.

Special rules

Power of the machine spirit, deep strike



Hurricane Jetbike squadron 150 points

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

4 5 4 5 3 4 2 9 3+

Unit composition: 3 Hurricane Jetbikes

Unit Type: jetbike

Wargear: 2 twin linked bolters, power armor, power sword, rotary bolt pistol, frag, krak, and rad grenades

Options: may include 2 more hurricane jetbikes for 50 points each. Any jetbike may upgrade either set of

twin linked bolters for a shard blaster for +5 points, a combi flamer, combi shotgun, or a combi grenade

launcher for +7 points, combi meltagun for +12 points, combi plasma gun for +17 points, combi graviton gun

for +24 points, or a combi volkite charger for +28 points. Any bike may upgrade their power sword to a relic

blade for +15 points or a thunder hammer for +25 points. Any jetbike may upgrade their rotary bolt pistol

to a rotary hand flamer for +5 points, rotary infernus pistol for +15 points, rotary plasma pistol for

+25 points, or a rotary volkite Serpenta for +35 points

Special rules

Deep strike, special issue ammunition, and they shall know no fear, combat tactics

Their Number is Legion: may be placed back on the table for no additional points once they reach 5 models



Storm Class Dogfighter 160 points each

Front Side Rear BS

12 12

11 4

Unit Composition: between 1 and 5 Storm Class Dogfighters

Unit type: flier

Wargear: 6 Stormstrike missiles, Stormhawk Missile Launcher

Special Rules

Deep Strike, Dogfighter, Sky-high hunter



Seeker squad 175 points

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

4 5 4 4 1 4 2 7 3+

Unit composition: 5 seeker marines

Unit type: infantry

Dedicated transport: may take a rhino for +35 points, a drop pod for +35 point, a predator mark 1

if numbering 8 or less models for +45 points, a predator mark 3 if numbering 6 or less models for +50 points,

a predator Deimos is numbering 5 models for +55 points, a rhino mark 1B if numbering 14 or less models

for +38 points, a Rhino Deimos if numbering 12 or less for +37 points, a predator battle tank is numbering 6

or less for +60 points, a Deathrain drop pod is numbering 10 or less for +45 points, a Predator Infernus if

numbering 7 or less for +90 points, a Honorius Rhino is numbering 8 or less for +50 points, a Predator

Centurion if numbering 8 or less for +45 points, a Butcher Predator if numbering 8 or less for +110 points,

a Storm Raptor assault gunship if numbering 20 or less for +190 points, a Stormeagle Umbra Angelus

pattern if numbering 20 or less for +190 points, a Stormeagle assault gunship if numbering 20 or less for

+225 points, a Caestus assault ram if numbering 10 or less for +275 points, a Cleaver Predator if numbering

5 for +70 points, a Dreadclaw drop pod if numbering 10 or less for +55 points, a Testudo if numbering 15 or

less for +40 points, a Thunder if numbering 12 or less for +50 points, a Storm Hawk if numbering 12 or less

for +225 points, or a Thunderer Rhino if numbering 13 or less for +45 points

Wargear: power armor, bolter, bolt pistol, frag and krak grenades

Options: may include 5 more seekers for +15 points each. Any seeker marine may upgrade to

mark 3 iron armor for +10 points or mark 5 heresy armor for +15 point Any seeker marine may exchange

their bolter for a siege bolter for +1 point each, a bolt carbine or frag carbine for +2 points each,

Orthrus Grenade Launcher for +3 points, twin linked bolter or shard blaster for +5 points each,

a combi bolter for +10 points each, or a relic bolter for +15 points each.

Special rules

Special ammunition, Marked for Death, Chain Blades

Their Number is Legion: may be placed back on the table for no additional points once they reach 10 models

Maximum Fire: Grants the relentless special rule once they reach 10 models



Perturabo storm tank



185 points each



[Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS]

Perturabo] 14

13

10

4

Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Perturabo Storm Tank

Unit type: Fast, tank

Wargear: Rotary Lascannon, 2 hot shot lasgun sponsons, 2 rear facing havoc launchers, searchlight,

smoke launchers extra armor, power of the machine spirit

Options: linked bolter for +2 points, a multi-melta for +15 points, a combi plasma; melta; flamer;

grenade launcher for +10 points, a havoc launcher for +15 points, a hunter killer missile for +10 points,

plasma gun for +15 points. May have auto launchers for +5 points and/or Lasher Tendrils for +10 points

Special rules

Galvanic Motors



Stormeagle Umbra Angelus pattern



190 points each



Front Side Rear BS

12 12 12 4

Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Stormeagle Umbra Angelus pattern

Unit type: flyer

Access points: 2 side, one rear, one front assault ramp

Transport: 20, or 10 terminators or jump infantry

Wargear: one hull mount twin linked heavy bolter, searchlight

Options: may exchange it’s twin linked heavy bolter for a twin linked multimelta for +15 points or

a typhoon missile launcher for +25 points. May take either 4 wing mounted Hellstrike missiles for

+40 points or 2 twin linked lascannons for +60 points. May take a dorsal mounted vengeance launcher

for +30 points but loses 10 transport capacity, may take sponson mounted heavy bolters for +20 points

but loses 5 transport capacity. May take extra armor for +15 points. May take four hunter killer missiles

for +10 points each or 4 Kraken Penetrator Missiles for +20 per missile



Special rules

Deep strike, hover mode, assault vehicle, power of the machine sprit, scout, venerable, Ceramite armor



Storm hawk 225 points each

[Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS]

Storm hawk] 12

12

10

4

Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Storm Hawk

Unit Type: Flier

Transport capacity: 12 models and a walker

Wargear: twin linked autocannon, twin linked heavy bolter, 4 under wing hellstrike missiles,

extra armor, searchlight, locator beacon

Options: may take four hunter killer missiles for +10 points each or 4 Kraken Penetrator

Missiles for +20 points per missile

Special rules

Power of the machine spirit , assault vehicle, Ceramite armor, Deep Strike, Hover mode



Storm Hawk Vahanas 225 points each

[Front] [Side] [Rear] [BS]

Storm hawk] 12

12

10

5

Unit Composition: 1 to 3 Storm Hawk Vahanas

Unit Type: Flier

Transport capacity: any HQ and honor guard

Wargear: twin linked typhoon missile launcher, twin linked plasma cannon, 4 under wing

hellstrike missiles, extra armor, searchlight, locator beacon

Options: may take four hunter killer missiles for +10 points each or 4 Kraken Penetrator

Missiles for +20 points per missile

Special rules

Power of the machine spirit , assault vehicle, Ceramite armor, Deep Strike, Hover mode



Stormeagle assault gunship 225 points each

Front Side Rear BS

12 12 12 4

Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Stormeagle assault gunship’s

Unit type: Flier

Access points: 2 side, one rear, one front assault ramp

Transport: 20, or 10 terminators or jump infantry

Wargear: one hull mount twin linked heavy bolter, one hull mount vengeance launcher, ceramite

plating, searchlight, smoke launcher

Options: may exchange the twin linked heavy bolter for a twin linked autocannon for free,

a twin linked multimelta for +15 points, or a typhoon missile launcher for +25 points. May take

either 4 Hellstrike missile for +40 points or 2 twin linked lascannons for +60 points. May have

extra armor for +15 points. May take four hunter killer missiles for +10 points each or

4 Kraken Penetrator Missiles for +20 points per missile

Special rules

Deep strike, assault vehicle, power of the machine spirit, hover mode



Heavy Support

Devastation Drone 20 points

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

2 - 3 5 1 1 - 10 4+

Unit Composition: 1 Devastation Drone

Unit type: Infantry (40mm Base)

Wargear: Implosion Charge

Special Rules

Fearless, Move Threw Cover



Hades Breaching Drill



35 points each



Front Side Rear BS

11

10 10 4

Unit composition: between 1 and 20 Hades Breaching Drills

Unit Type: tank

Wargear: 4 chain fists, Melta-cutter

Special rules

Deep strike, Lumbering, Galvanic Motors



Spearhead Sentry gun 35 points

Front Side Rear BS

10 10 10

4

Unit composition: 1 Spearhead Sentry gun

Unit type: artillery

Wargear: twin linked heavy flamer, searchlight

Options: may replace the twin linked heavy flamer for a twin linked heavy stubber for free,

a twin linked heavy bolter for +5 points, a twin linked rotor cannon for +10 points, or a twin linked assault

cannon for +20 points. May take 9 more Spearhead Sentry guns for 35 points each

Special Rules

Extremely Bulky



Predator mark 1 45 points each

Front Side Rear BS

11

11 11 4

Unit composition: between 1 and 5 Predator mark 1

Unit type: tank, fast

Access points: one rear hatch, two side assault ramps

Transport capacity: 8 models in power or scout armor

Wargear: Predator cannon, searchlight, smoke launchers

Options: may take sponson heavy bolters or heavy flamers for +15 points, or lascannons for +25 points

but loses the transport capacity. may take combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points,

combi-flamers for +5 points, twin linked bolter for +2 points, a havoc launcher or hunter killer missile

for +15 points, plasma gun for +15 points, heavy bolter for +15, multimelta for +20, and/or extra armor

for +10 points. May have auto launchers for +5 points and/or Lasher Tendrils for +10 points

Special rules

Galvanic Motors



Heavy Mortar battery



50 points each



Front Side Rear

10

10 10

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

Marines 4 4 4 4 1 4 1 8 3+

Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Heavy mortars manned by 3 marines

Unit type: artillery

Wargear Heavy mortar: Heavy mortar

Wargear space marines: bolter, bolt pistol, frag and krak grenades, power armor

Options: may take siege shells for +10 points, infernus shells for +20 points

Special rules

Immobile, Hit the battery, Chain Blades, Battery

Mortar



Predator mark 3 50 points each

Front Side Rear BS

12 12

10 4

Unit composition: between 1 and 5 Predator mark 3

Unit type: tank

Access points: one rear hatch, two side assault ramps



Transport capacity: 6 models in power or scout armor

Wargear: autocannon, searchlight, smoke launchers

Options: may take sponson heavy bolters or heavy flamers for +15 points, or lascannons for +25 points

but loses the transport capacity. may take combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points,

combi-flamers for +5 points, twin linked bolter for +2 points, a havoc launcher or hunter killer missile

for +15 points, plasma gun for +15 points, heavy bolter for +15, multimelta for +20, and/or extra armor

for +10 points. May have auto launchers for +5 points and/or Lasher Tendrils for +10 points

Special rules

Galvanic Motors



Predator Deimos



55 points each



Front Side Rear BS

13 11

10 4

Unit composition: between 1 and 5 Predator Deimos

Unit type: tank, fast

Access points: one rear hatch, two side assault ramps

Transport capacity: 5 models in power or scout armor

Wargear: Predator cannon, searchlight

Options: may replace the turret mount Predator cannon for a Flamestorm cannon for +35 points,

a Magna-melta cannon or a twin linked lascannon for +65 points, or may take a plasma destroyer

but loses all transport capacity for +70 points. May rake sponson heavy bolters or heavy flamers for

+15 points, or lascannons for +25 points but loses the transport capacity. may take combi-plasmas for

+10, combi-meltas for +15 points, combi-flamers for +5 points, twin linked bolter for +2 points, a havoc

launcher or hunter killer missile for +15 points, plasma gun for +15 points, heavy bolter for +15, multimelta

for +20, and/or extra armor for +10 points. May have auto launchers for +5 points and/or Lasher

Tendrils for +10 points

Special rules

Galvanic Motors



Thudd gun battery



60 points each



Front Side Rear

Thudd gun 10

10 10

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

Marines 4 4 4 4 1 4 1 8 3+

Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Thudd gun batteries manned by 2 marines each

Unit type: artillery

Dedicated transport: drop pod for +35 points, Deathrain drop pod for +45 points, or a Dreadclaw for +55 points

Wargear Thudd gun: Thudd gun

Wargear space marines: bolter, bolt pistol, frag and krak grenades, power armor

Options: may include 3 more marines per gun for 16 points each. Once there are 5 marines manning it,

it may fire every turn

Special rules

Immobile, Hit the battery, Chain Blades, Extremely Bulky, Battery, Slow rate of fire



Devastator squad



60 points



WS BS S T W I A LD SV

4 4 4 4 1 4 1 8 3+

Unit composition: 1 devastator sergeant and 4 devastator marines

Unit Type: infantry

Dedicated transport: may take a rhino for +35 points, a drop pod for +35 point, a predator mark 1 if

numbering 8 or less models for +45 points, a predator mark 3 if numbering 6 or less models for +50 points,

a predator Deimos is numbering 5 models for +55 points, a rhino mark 1B if numbering 14 or less models

for +38 points, a Rhino Deimos if numbering 12 or less for +37 points, a predator battle tank is numbering

6 or less for +60 points, a Deathrain drop pod is numbering 10 or less for +45 points, a Predator Infernus if

numbering 7 or less for +90 points, a Honorius Rhino is numbering 8 or less for +50 points, a Predator

Centurion if numbering 8 or less for +45 points, a Butcher Predator if numbering 8 or less for +110 points,



a Storm Raptor assault gunship if numbering 20 or less for +190 points, a Stormeagle Umbra

Angelus pattern if numbering 20 or less for +190 points, a Stormeagle assault gunship if numbering

20 or less for +225 points, a Caestus assault ram if numbering 10 or less for +275 points, a Cleaver

Predator if numbering 5 for +70 points, a Dreadclaw drop pod if numbering 10 or less for +55 points,

a Testudo if numbering 15 or less for +40 points, a Thunder if numbering 12 or less for +50 points, a Storm

Hawk if numbering 12 or less for +225 points, an assault drop pod if numbering only 5 for +20 points, an

assault drop pod is numbering 5 for +20 points, or a Thunderer Rhino if numbering 13 or less for +45 points

Wargear: bolter, bolt pistol, frag and krak grenades, power armor signum (sergeant only)

Options: may include 15 more marines for 12 points each. Any marine may upgrade to mark 3 iron armor

for +10 points or mark 5 heresy armor for +15 points Any marine may replace their bolter with flamers,

frag carbines, or Heavy Stubbers for free, Meltaguns, Havoc Launcher, Shard Blasters, or Rotor cannons

for +5 points, Heavy meltaguns for +7 points, Plasma guns, shard cannons, or Twin linked autocannons for

+10 points, a plasma carbine for +11 points, a plasma blaster for +12 points, a plasma blaster gun for

+13 points, heavy plasma gun for +14 points, Plasma Cannon or arc rifle for +15 points, Bolt Cannon for

+16 points, Heavy Plasma Cannon for +17 points, Graviton Gun for +25 points, Volkite Culverin or Long

Melta Rifle for +30 points, Lancer for +35 points, assault cannons for +40 points, Grim Lascannon +45 points,

or a conversion beamers for +50 points. If the sergeant chooses none of these options they may replace their

bolter with a flame pistol or shard pistol for free, a twin linked bolter for +2 points, an infernus pistol for

+5 points, a needle pistol for +7 points, a plasma pistol or lightning claw for +10 points, Heavy Plasma Pistol

for +12 points, a volkite serpenta for +15 points, or a thunder hammer for +20 points. Also if the sergeant

does not choose a heavy weapon may replace their bolt pistol with a chainsword for free, a chain axe for

+5 points, a power weapon for +7 points, a Neural Whip for +8 points, a lightning claw for +10 points, a

chain glaive for +11 points, a power maul for +12 points, a power fist for +15 points, or a storm shield for

+20 points. The sergeant may have an Auspex for +10 points, a back pack banner for +15 points, Oath of

the Moment for +20 points, and/or bionics for +24 points

Special rules

And they shall know no fear, combat tactics, combat squads, Chain Blades

Their Number is Legion: may be placed back on the table for no additional points once they reach 10 models

Maximum Fire: Grants the relentless special rule once they number 10 models



Predator battle tank 60 points each

Front Side Rear BS

13 12

10 4

Unit composition: between 1 and 5 Predator battle tanks

Unit type: tank

Access points: one rear hatch, two side assault ramps

Transport capacity: 6 models in power or scout armor

Wargear: autocannon, searchlight, smoke launchers

Options: May upgrade to a Cleaver Pattern Predator and lose 1 transport capacity, lose the repair special rule,

and gain the ability to take sponson mount havoc launchers (for +25 points, standard rules about sponsons

still apply) or reaper autocannons (for +40 points, standard rules about sponsons still apply) for +10 points.

may take sponson heavy bolters or heavy flamers for +15 points, or lascannons for +25 points but loses

the transport capacity. May upgrade to a Doomsayer Predator and upgrade the turret mount autocannon to a

Hades autocannon, gain sponson mount twin linked autocannons, gain extra armor, loses the repair special rule,

and lose the transport capacity for +50 points or Upgrade to a Annihilator Predator and upgrade the turret

mount autocannon to a twin linked lascannon and loses 1 transport capacity for +65 points. May upgrade to

a predator Kronstadt and replace the turret mount autocannon, lose the transport capacity, and reduce side armor to 11

for a turret mount Aleksandra battle cannon with coaxial heavy bolter, extra armor, and the Ceramite armor

special rule for +75 points. may take combi-plasmas for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points,

combi-flamers for +5 points, twin linked bolter for +2 points, a havoc launcher or hunter killer missile

for +15 points, plasma gun for +15 points, heavy bolter for +15, multimelta for +20, and/or extra armor

for +10 points. May have auto launchers for +5 points and/or Lasher Tendrils for +10 points

Special rules

Repair, Galvanic Motors



Viper cannon



75 points



Front Side Rear

Viper 10

10 10

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

marines 4

4 4 4 1 4 1 8 3+

Unit composition: 1 Viper cannon manned by two marines

Unit type: artillery

Dedicated transport: drop pod for +35 points, Deathrain drop pod for +45 points, or a Dreadclaw for +55 points

Wargear marines: power armor, frag and krak grenades, bolt pistol

Wargear: Graviton cannon

Options: may include 2 more Viper cannons for +75 points each

Special rules

Immobile, Chain Blades, Extremely Bulky



Earthshaker cannon



75 points each



Front Side Rear

Earthshaker

11

11 11

WS BS S T W I A LD SV

Marines 4 4 4 4 1 4 1 8 3+

Unit Composition: between 1 and 3 Earthshaker cannons manned by 3 marines

Unit type: artillery

Wargear earthshaker cannon: earthshaker cannon

Wargear space marines: bolter, bolt pistol, frag and krak grenades, power armor

Options: the earthshaker cannon may be upgraded to fire indirectly (range G36”-240” strength 9 AP 3

ordinance 1, 5” blast)

Special rules

Immobile, Hit the battery, Chain Blades, Battery



Whirlwind 85 points each

Front Side Rear BS

11

11 10 4

Unit composition: between 1 and 3 Whirlwinds

Unit type: tank

Wargear: Whirlwind multiple missile launcher, searchlight, smoke launchers

Options: may replace the Incendiary missiles for Rad Missiles for +45 points. may take combi-plasmas

for +10, combi-meltas for +15 points, or combi-flamers for +5 points, twin linked bolter for +2 points ,

a havoc launcher or hunter killer missile for +15 points, plasma gun for +15 points, heavy bolter for +15,

multimelta for +20, and/or extra armor for +10 points. May have auto launchers for +5 points and/or Lasher

Tendrils for +10 points

Special rules

Repair, Galvanic Motors



Whirlwind mark 1C 87 points each

Front Side Rear BS

11

10 10 4

Unit composition: between 1 and 3 Whirlwinds

Unit type: tank

Wargear: Whirlwind multiple missile launcher, searchlight, smoke launchers

Options: may replace the Incendiary missiles for Rad Missiles for +45 points. may take combi-plasmas for

+10, combi-meltas for +15 points, or combi-flamers for +5 points, twin linked bolter for +2 points ,

a havoc launcher or hunter killer missile for +15 points, plasma gun for +15 points, heavy bolter for +15,

multimelta for +20, and/or extra armor for +10 points. May have auto launchers for +5 points and/or

Lasher Tendrils for +10 points

Special rules

Galvanic Motors
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